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ABSTRACT
This work represents ongoing efforts to study high-enthalpy carbon dioxide flows in antic-
ipation of the upcoming Mars Science Laboratory (MSL) and future missions to the red
planet. The work is motivated by observed anomalies between experimental and numerical
studies in hypervelocity impulse facilities for high-enthalpy carbon dioxide flows. In this
work, experiments are conducted in the Hypervelocity Expansion Tube (HET) which, by
virtue of its flow acceleration process, exhibits minimal freestream dissociation in compari-
son to reflected shock tunnels. This simplifies the comparison with computational result as
freestream dissociation and considerable thermochemical excitation can be neglected. Shock
shapes of the MSL aeroshell and spherical geometries are compared with numerical simu-
lations incorporating detailed CO2 thermochemical modeling. The shock stand-off distance
has been identified in the past as sensitive to the thermochemical state and as such, is used
here as an experimental measurable for comparison with CFD and two different theoretical
models. It is seen that models based upon binary scaling assumptions are not applicable
for the low-density, small-scale conditions of the current work. Mars Science Laboratory
shock shapes at zero angle of attack are also in good agreement with available data from
the LENS X expansion tunnel facility, confirming results are facility-independent for the
same type of flow acceleration, and indicating that the flow velocity is a suitable first-order
matching parameter for comparative testing. In an effort to address surface chemistry issues
arising from high-enthalpy carbon dioxide ground-test based experiments, spherical stagna-
tion point and aeroshell heat transfer distributions are also compared with simulation. Very
good agreement between experiment and CFD is seen for all shock shapes and heat transfer
ii
distributions fall within the non-catalytic and super-catalytic solutions.
We also examine spatial temperature profiles in the non-equilibrium relaxation region
behind a stationary shock wave in a hypervelocity air Mach 7.42 freestream. The normal
shock wave is established through a Mach reflection from an opposing wedge arrangement.
Schlieren images confirm that the shock configuration is steady and the location is repeat-
able. Emission spectroscopy is used to identify dissociated species and to make vibrational
temperature measurements using both the nitric oxide and the hydroxyl radical A-X band
sequences. Temperature measurements are presented at selected locations behind the normal
shock. LIFBASE is used as the simulation spectrum software for OH temperature-fitting,
however the need to access higher vibrational and rotational levels for NO leads to the use
of an in-house developed algorithm. For NO, results demonstrate the contribution of higher
vibrational and rotational levels to the spectra at the conditions of this study. Very good
agreement is achieved between the experimentally measured NO vibrational temperatures
and calculations performed using an existing state-resolved, three-dimensional forced har-
monic oscillator thermochemical model. The measured NO A-X vibrational temperatures
are significantly higher than the OH A-X temperatures.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Planetary Re-entry
The upcoming Mars Science Laboratory (MSL) program has increased the interest in re-
entry flow fields and the associated flow dynamics in a high-enthalpy environment. The
general re-entry flow field is not new; an enormous amount of work has been previously com-
pleted, motivated by the intercontinental ballistic missile and the manned space program.
Nevertheless, the flow field is extremely complicated and poses a very challenging environ-
ment for the experimentalist to interrogate and for the computationalist to predict. This is
especially pronounced for any Martian mission as the energy transfer and storage processes
of CO2 are more complex to model than the diatomic species of an air flow field. By virtue
of the flow acceleration process, certain ground-test facilities are incapable of fully replicat-
ing the thermochemical component of the flow physics. Modern predictive capabilities seek
additional experimental data for the validation of complicated physical models, which aim
to completely describe the coupling between the fluid dynamics and thermochemistry.
The MSL mission, scheduled for a 2011 launch, is the 15th attempt to land an unmanned
vehicle on Mars. Previous efforts have been made by the USSR (Mars 2 through Mars
7), Russian Space Agency (Mars96) and NASA (for example: Viking I and II, Pathfinder,
Phoenix) and the ESA (Beagle). A key feature of the MSL in comparison to its NASA prede-
cessors is its capability for precision landing. The Viking and Pathfinder landing footprints
were on the order of hundreds of kilometers, while the MSL is designed to land within 10 kms
of its designated site. The MSL retains the 70-degree sphere-cone forebody shape of previous
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vehicles, but is larger with a 4.572 m major diameter. Of these vehicles, the MSL is unique
in the sense that it has a direct, non-ballistic entry into the Martian atmosphere. The Viking
missions, while entering the Martian atmosphere at an 11 degree angle of attack, were in-
serted into orbit prior to landing. Subsequently, the MSL has higher entry velocities (roughly
6 km/s) which will cause higher aerodynamic heating. From the combination of its larger
aeroshell size, high ballistic coefficient and non-zero angle of attack, MSL leeside transition
to turbulence is expected early in its trajectory. As the aerothermodynamics of the MSL
will be more complicated than previous missions, considerable effort has been expended to
better characterize high-enthalpy, reacting carbon dioxide flow fields over 70 degree sphere-
cone geometries. Towards this goal, experimental studies have been completed in a variety
of facilities including the CUBRC (CalSpan University of Buffalo Research Center) family
of facilities [2, 3, 4, 1], the HYPULSE expansion tube facility [5, 6], the T5 shock tunnel at
Caltech [7] and the NASA Ames 42-inch shock tunnel [8]. Significant computational work
has analyzed this data including work conducted at NASA [7, 9, 10, 11], CUBRC [12, 4, 13]
and at the University of Minnesota [14, 15].
Following the MSL mission, it is expected that every future Martian mission - whether
manned or unmanned - will have much larger characteristic dimensions than the previous
Martian vehicle generation. Therefore, complicating aerothermodynamic issues encountered
for MSL re-entry, such as forebody transition and non-negligible radiative heating rates, will
be experienced by all future vehicles. These issues and the associated flow physics must be
understood if future configurations are to be optimized. All of these future missions, and not
just the MSL, will benefit from high-enthalpy CO2 ground-test aerothermodynamic data.
1.2 Real Gas Effects
A defining aspect of the re-entry flow field, and any flight hypersonic condition, are real-gas
or high-temperature effects. The two major physical features of a real-gas flow that concerns
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Figure 1.1: Shock layer temperature behind a normal shock for perfect and equilibrium
reacting gas. Actual vehicle trajectory points are also included.
this research is vibrational excitation and dissociation. For shock waves in a high tempera-
ture gas, the Mach number no longer plays such a critical descriptive role of the flow field as
it does for a calorically perfect gas. Instead, the flow is more aptly described primitive prop-
erties such as flow velocity, pressure and temperature. Post-shock temperatures calculated
incorporating a chemically reacting gas will always be lower than calculations from calori-
cally perfect gas relations as the energy is distributed amongst chemical and all the internal
energy modes as opposed to just being confined to the external translational and internal
rotational modes. The influence of thermochemistry upon shock layer temperature is clearly
seen from Figure 1.1, which displays the strong divergence between the two solutions for
re-entry velocities about 3 km/s at an altitude of 52 km/s.
For a gas flow in thermal equilibrium, the time scale over which the molecular thermal
energy transfer process takes place is much faster than the characteristic time scale of the
flow. Here a Boltzmann distribution exists; the internal energy mode (rotational, vibrational,
electronic) temperatures will all be the same. Local chemical equilibrium will exist when
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the chemical composition can be evaluated by using equilibrium T and p values. Chemical
equilibrium implies that infinitely fast reactions are occurring. A frozen flow is one for which
chemical reactions are neglected - the reaction rates are zero. In the situation where these
local equilibrium conditions do not exist then it is termed a non-equilibrium flow field.
The term hypervelocity refers to high-stagnation enthalpy, high Mach number conditions
generated within a facility for which real gas effects will be present. High Mach numbers can
be achieved in facilities such as wind tunnels by lowering the sound speed without adjusting
the flow velocity. However, due to the very low freestream temperatures, typically lower
than 300 K, vibrational excitation or dissociation will not occur and only the underlying
fluid mechanics are investigated. However, at hypersonic conditions thermochemistry must
be considered if the flow field is to be completely described as the coupling between fluid
mechanics and thermochemistry can play a significant role. The most prominent example is
the so-called “Shuttle flap anomaly” whereby ground-test space shuttle pitch and moment
values differed from flight measurements. The difference was subsequently determined to
be due to high-temperature effects, namely the reduction in surface pressure on the Shuttle
aft windward expansion surface due to real-gas effects [16]. Real-gas effects upon vehicle
aerodynamics in CO2 flowfields have been recorded. On the Pathfinder vehicle, perfect-gas
and real-gas drag and pitching moment values diverged above Mach 9 for flight trajectory
simulations. Also, the emergence of an unstable moment coefficient derivative was predicted
due to the movement of the sonic-line as gas chemistry changed from non-equilibrium to
equilibrium [17]. Entry data confirmed these predictions [18].
1.3 Motivation of Current Work
In the present work, we use an expansion tube to perform high-enthalpy studies of air and
carbon dioxide flows. Experiments are performed in the Hypervelocity Expansion Tube
(HET). The post-shock relaxation region behind a stationary, normal shock is studied to
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demonstrate diagnostic capability within expansion tube flow fields and for comparison with
a state-specific thermochemical model. The goals of the high-enthalpy CO2 work was three-
fold. Firstly, to address previous discrepancies identified between experiment and compu-
tation in other hypersonic facilities [1] by obtaining the data in a facility which utilizes a
different flow acceleration mechanism. Secondly, to expand the experimental database for
computational physical model validation to address concerns such as CO2 vibrational mod-
eling and surface catalysis. In general, models of non-equilibrium flow chemistry have very
few high temperature, low density datasets for validation and it is expected that any extra
data will be appreciated by the CFD community. Lastly, the demonstration of heat transfer
capabilities within the newly constructed facility.
Nozzles are used to accelerate the flow via expansion of shock-compressed gas. In ground-
test facilities, this gas is compressed by either an incident or reflected shock. During the
expansion process, the rapid decrease in pressure decreases the molecular collision rate and
restricts the energy transfer rate. The collision rate is sufficient enough to accommodate
translational and rotational equilibrium, but not adequate enough to achieve vibrational
equilibrium. This leads to vibrational freezing, such that a constant vibrational temperature
is measured downstream of the nozzle exit [19]. For a chemically reacting gas, chemical
freezing will also occur as chemical changes require higher molecular collision rates than
vibrational changes. Hence, the facility generated flow will have more thermal energy than
an equilibrium slug of gas with the same rotational (or translational) temperature. In a sit-
uation of increased density, such as behind a shock wave, this extra energy will be released.
The Landau-Teller model is typically used for the vibration-translation (V-T) energy trans-
fer process inside the nozzle. As inputs, the model uses empirically determined vibrational
relaxation times from measurements behind shock waves. The application of these values to
nozzle flows has received considerable interest due to the differences in the two types of flow
fields; the temperatures are very different and one process involves de-excitation (nozzle)
while the other is an excitation (shock). Recent computational efforts have focused upon
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the vibrational modeling [14] and chemistry-vibration coupling [15] in high-enthalpy nozzle
flows. Without a nozzle, the expansion tube offers a hypervelocity ground-test alternative
without any chemical or vibrational freezing.
Certain anomalous findings were observed during the comparison of experiment with sim-
ulation for the work described in Section 1.1. On certain sections of the MSL forebody,
the heat flux was measured to be closer to the aphysical super-catalytic boundary condi-
tion. At angle of attack, best agreement of a transitional experimental heat flux profile
with simulations resulted in laminar windside super-catalytic behavior and turbulent leeside
non-catalytic behavior. The largest anomaly was the large discrepancy in the shock shape,
with an experimental shock stand-off distance 225% larger than prediction. None of these
anomalies have yet to be resolved, however, suspected causes span both experimental and
computational issues. From the experimental stand-point, a significant portion of the data
was obtained in the LENS I facility which exhibits considerable freestream dissociation which
has proven to be further exacerbate CO2 vibrational relaxation processes within the nozzle.
1.4 Outline of Document
The second chapter, Experimental Setup, discusses the advantages and disadvantages of us-
ing an expansion tube for hypervelocity testing. The general gas dynamic operation of an
expansion tube is also addressed and how it is well-poised to investigate thermochemical
effects. The operational capabilities of the HET are described, including the addition of
certain integral components to the facilities’ operation. The third chapter, Test Gas Charac-
terization, details the a priori prediction of core flow size and a non-dimensional parameter
that correlates test gas noise levels. By providing a more rigorous characterization of the
test condition prior to any experimental testing, the test condition selection process will be
considerably expedited. Vibrational temperature measurements using OH and NO emissions
are detailed in the fourth chapter, Post-Shock Relaxation Region Vibrational Temperature
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Measurements. The nitric oxide results are compared with a state-specific thermochemical
model. Finally, the high-enthalpy results carbon dioxide are presented in the fifth chapter,
Experimental and Numerical Investigation of Hypervelocity Carbon Dioxide Flow over Blunt
Bodies. Here shock shape and heat transfer distributions are compared with axisymmetric
simulations with detailed carbon dioxide vibrational modeling.
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CHAPTER 2
EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
2.1 The Expansion Tube
An expansion tube has several advantages and disadvantages in comparison with the more
common reflected shock tunnel [20, 21, 22]. In an expansion tube, the initial shock interacts
with a contact surface generating an unsteady expansion that further accelerates the test
gas. Theoretically, a wide range of test conditions with minimal free stream dissociation can
be achieved by varying initial pressures [23, 24]. In contrast, in a shock tunnel, chemical
and vibrational freezing commonly occur in the nozzle (see Section 1.3), and the Mach
number of the test gas can only be varied by exchanging nozzles. In an expansion tube,
the test gas does not directly follow the transmitted shock and as a result viscous effects
become more pronounced due to the extra section of pipe. For example, the HET bore
diameter is 152 mm but by the time measurements are taken inside the test section there is
typically only about 50.8-63.5 mm of core flow. In comparison to perfect gas facilities, such
as hypersonic wind tunnels, expansion tubes have much shorter test times. In the HET, test
times are on the order of 100-250 µs. In practice, expansion tube operating ranges have been
limited by secondary diaphragm considerations [25] and the appearance of large amplitude
test flow disturbances [26]. Other expansion tube/tunnels facilities around the world include
the newly constructed LENS XX facility at CUBRC [27], JX-1 in Japan [28], the X1 [29],
X2 [30] and X3 [31] facilities at the University of Queensland and a facility at Stanford [32].
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2.1.1 Calculation of thermodynamic state
The flow processes in an expansion tube are complex. Nevertheless, simple one-dimensional,
inviscid, unsteady wave interactions may be used to calculate the ideal test conditions in-
cluding thermodynamic state, flow velocity, and test time as a starting point for facility
design.
The expansion tube consists of three sections (a driver, driven and expansion section),
initially separated by two diaphragms. Figure 2.1 is an x-t diagram for typical HET gas
dynamic operation. After the rupture of the primary diaphragm, denoted by the dashed
vertical line to the left, a shock wave propagates downstream and initially accelerates the
test gas. In this fashion, the driver and driven sections operate as a standard shock tube.
The rupture of the secondary diaphragm, denoted by the dashed vertical line to the right,
creates an unsteady expansion fan which further accelerates the flow. In this figure, the test
gas is denoted as state 7. Figure 2.2 is a typical pitot pressure trace obtained in the test
section. As an Eulerian measurement, the major flow features can be identified as they arrive
at the probe. In order these include: the transmitted shock, followed by the acceleration
slug (state 6), the secondary contact surface across which velocities and pressures must be
matched and then the test gas. In Figure 2.1, the test gas is terminated by the arrival of the
secondary expansion tail.
The secondary diaphragm, assumed in this initial theoretical analysis to be thin and
break instantaneously upon arrival of the incident shock, is represented as a contact surface.
Pressure-velocity (p-u) polars are used to calculate states 6 and 7 (see Figure 2.1) resulting
from incident shock-contact surface interaction. A shock is transmitted and the expansion
wave between regions 2 and 7 can be either right-facing or left-facing. The head and tail
of the expansion have positive slopes as the flow in state 2 is supersonic and to the right.
State 7 is the test gas that has been further accelerated beyond the post-shock state 2 by
the unsteady secondary expansion. The secondary expansion wave will interact with the
contact surface between states 2 and 3, resulting in reflected and transmitted waves. p-u
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Figure 2.1: Sample x-t diagram of the calculated gas dynamic processes for the Air-5 run
condition with a test gas Mach number of 7.42. Initial conditions are p4=2500 kPa, p1 =
1.5 kPa and p5=175 mTorr. The driver and acceleration sections are filled with helium and
the driven section with air. Calculations assume perfect gas.
Figure 2.2: Typical pitot pressure trace in the HET for the Air-5 run condition.
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polar calculations show this reflected wave to also be an expansion. The interaction of the
incident and reflected secondary expansion waves creates a non-simple region.
The strength of the primary left-facing expansion wave is dependent on the initial pres-
sures, but is in general sufficiently strong to accelerate the gas past sonic velocities. The
head of the primary expansion wave will reflect from the upstream end of the tube and the
tail will trail the primary contact surface.
Test time varies with the initial conditions of the expansion tube, and can be estimated
from an x-t diagram. The test time begins with the arrival of the state 6-7 contact surface,
and it is terminated by the arrival of either i) the head of the reflected secondary expan-
sion wave, or ii) the tail of the secondary expansion wave, or iii) the arrival of the primary
expansion from the driver, which ever occurs first. In HET operation, only cases i) and ii)
need to be considered [25, 33]. For these two cases, the maximum test time corresponds
to the case in which the reflected head and the tail of the secondary expansion fan arrive
at the end of the tube at the same time. For the run condition shown in Figure 2.1, the
test time is terminated by the expansion tail. The test time is determined using a method
of characteristics similarity solution within the complicated non-simple region. The details
of this approach and additional discussions of HET gas dynamic operation can be found in
Dufrene et al [25] and Sharma [33].
2.1.2 HET facility design
The HET facility is constructed of honed (0.2 µm Ra) 304/304L stainless steel with an inner
diameter of 152 mm and a wall thickness of 0.95 cm. The HET consists of three main sec-
tions labeled as the driver, driven and acceleration sections. The length of the driver section
is 1.22 m, while the driven and expansion sections are both 3.96 m long, resulting in a total
length of 9.14 m. Tube lengths were chosen based upon theoretical gas dynamic calcula-
tions outlined in Dufrene et al. [25] and Sharma [33]. The driver and driven sections are
initially separated by a 1.27 mm thick 5052-H32 Aluminium primary diaphragm, while the
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Figure 2.3: Schematic of the HET facility, identifying its key features.
driven and acceleration sections are separated by a 12.7 µm Mylar secondary diaphragm.
The initial gas pressure and composition can be varied to achieve nominal Mach number
operating conditions between 3.0 to 7.5 and stagnation enthalpies of 4.5 to 9.0 MJ/kg. The
tube will withstand initial pressures up to 5500 kPa and the acceleration section is capable
of achieving a vacuum of less than 100 mTorr. The facility is mounted on linear bearings for
easy access to the diaphragm stations and to allow tube recoil during the experiment. Ten
instrumentation ports are located along the tube, of which four are currently instrumented
with PCB 113A26 piezoelectric pressure transducers for wave time-of-arrival and static pres-
sure measurements. Pitot pressure measurements in the test section were made using the
same type of pressure sensor mounted normal to the flow field using the sting described in
Section 2.1.3. The test section shown has a sliding seal and three-way 100 mm diameter
optical access. Figure 2.3 is a schematic of the HET with the major components identified.
The facility is initially evacuated, then each section filled to the desired initial pres-
sure. The primary diaphragm burst pressure (driver pressure) is measured using a Setra
206 pressure gauge. Driven and accelerator initial fill pressures are monitored using MKS
Piezo+ A900-02 transducers. Vacuum pressures (below 2000 mTorr) in the accelerator sec-
tion are measured using a MKS Baratron 626A transducer with 2 Torr fullscale, rated to
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0.25% of the reading. This model was deliberately selected as the capacitance manometer
pressure-measurement mechanism is invariant to the gas composition. Initial pressures in
the accelerator section are typically on the order of 300 mTorr, and the influence of air-
leakage into the acceleration section is mitigated by initially evacuating the section down
to 200 mTorr, flushing with the acceleration gas up to 12 kPa and then performing the
final evacuation down to the desired pressure. Within the facility, the acceleration section
leak-rate was measured to be 0.3-0.4 mTorr/min and the subsequent partial pressure of air
based upon these leak-rate measurements is low enough such that the effect is negligible
based on perfect gas dynamic calculations. Characterization of the out-gassing phenomena
yielded a maximum 7 mTorr increase after the final accelerator evacuation. Pressure data
were recorded using a National Instruments data acquistion system, consisting of a PXI-1031
chassis, a BNC-2100 8 channel connector block and a 14-bit PXI-6133 3 MS/s simultane-
ous sampling multi-function data acquisition module. Facilty operation has been previously
characterized experimentally and numerically [25, 33, 34].
In an expansion tube, imperfect secondary diaphragm rupture, shorter test times and core
flow reduction due to acceleration section viscous effects result in a challenging measure-
ment environment. However, the advantages of minimized freestream dissociation and no
non-equilibrium processes during a nozzle expansion, make the expansion tube an attractive
alternative means for creating hypervelocity flows.
2.1.3 New Sting Design
The first rigid sting for the test section in the HET consisted of a 0.245 m (9.75 inch) long
rigid rod which was welded to a 0.025 m (1 inch) thick flat plate. Cracking on the upstream
side of the sting weld (connection between the rod and flat plate) forced a re-design of the
sting concept (see Figure 2.4). The new sting design is very similar to the one described
above, however, it consists of a 0.178 m long and 0.051 m (2 inches) diameter sting welded
to a 0.025 m thick plate. Both pieces were made from 1018 steel with a rated yield strength
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of 441 MPa. The increased radius and the reduced moment arm considerably decrease the
stress upon the weld. The sting mounting system, however is markedly different from its
predecessor and was designed with the twin goals of improved experimental flexibility and
strength in mind. The sting assembly (rod and plate plate) is connected to a support plate
which at its other end is connected to a spacer block which is welded to the cover flange of
the bottom test section circular sight glass. 4 tapped holes for 3/8-24 sockethead capscrews
allow the sting rod to be mounted onto the support plate and 8 tapped holes for 7/16-14
holes provide the connection between the support plate and spacer. Figure 2.5 a) shows a
picture of the fully assembled sting outside the test section, while Figure 2.5 b) shows it
installed within the test section. Simulations of the new sting using NX 6.0 indicated the
maximum stress at the location of the fracture point on the original sting was 91.15 MPa.
Since its installment, over 700 shots have been conducted in the HET with the new sting
and no signs of structural failure have been observed. Additional information can be found
in Sharma [33]. Machine drawings can be found in Appendix B.
2.1.4 Knife Blades
The original knife blades [35] were designed as a single-piece, self-contained tool made from
A2 tool steel. Two sets of these original knife blades were constructed, however both failed.
After the first tool broke after approximately 50 shots, modifications to the second tool were
made. These modifications improved the tool life [33], however the knife blades broke once
more after approximately 150 more shots. In both cases, the tool failure occurred as shown
in Figure 2.6 and is a result of the force of the post-rupture diaphragm petals “slapping” up
against the blocks. This failure is attributed to residual stresses present in the tool steel after
the hardening process. To ensure that the knife edge remained sharp with extended usage
and displayed excellent wear resistance, it is an absolute must that the tool be hardened.
However, evaluation of the original design’s hardening approach and its application consid-
ering the tool’s shape revealed certain design mistakes. The original tool was hardened to
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Figure 2.4: Close-up picture of the old sting which shows the location of the failure point
and crack on the front of the weld between the rigid rod and flat plate.
(a) (b)
Figure 2.5: a) The new sting fully assembled outside the test section, showing the sting
connected to the spacer block via the support plate. The spacer block is installed on the
bottom test section port. b) The new sting installed within the test section. The front
face has a total of 18 10-32 tapped holes, providing mounting capabilities from 44.45 mm to
63.5 mm above and below the tube centerline respectively.
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.6: a) Back-view picture of the knife blades showing the nature of the fracture and
the broken quarter piece. b) A close up of the broken quarter piece indicating the plastic
deformation caused by the petal slapping force.
60 HRC, which dramatically increases the brittleness of the A2 tool steel. Considering the
very high impulses experienced by the tool, it is highly recommended not to heat treat A2
tool steel to such a high hardness [36]. As one piece, the thickness of the tool varied from
35.56 mm to 3.96 mm. With such drastic section changes throughout the part, during the
cooling process the thin section will cool and then harden more rapidly than the adjacent
thicker section, resulting in residual stresses very close to the yield strength of the mate-
rial [37].
The new design consisted of separated pieces, with 4 individual blocks and a 4-spoke
knife cross, that were welded together after machining of the individual components. The
separation of the tool into different components eliminated varying cross-sectional areas and
was aimed at significantly reducing the presence of residual stresses post heat treatment.
The blocks were cut from the previous single-piece parts (and hence already hardened) and
attached to the diaphragm flange with two 5/16-24 screws per block. The diaphragm flange
was modified by cutting grooves into the internal diameter, which allowed insertion of the
knife cross as shown in Figure 2.7. The knife cross was assembled by welding two sepa-
rate half-pieces to a single full piece. Each piece was 3.97 mm thick (5/32 inches). At
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Figure 2.7: Knife cross diaphragm cutter mechanism being installed into the HET. Note the
modified diaphragm flange with milled grooves to provide a locational fit for the knife cross.
its radial extent, each piece was machined with a double-step configuration so as to clear
both the diaphragm step and the tube inner diameter. The steps were machined for a loca-
tional clearance fit with the diaphragm flange inner diameter and extensive clearance from
the tube inner diameter. This ensures the knife cross movement and fit is constrained via
contact with the diaphragm flange as opposed to the inner tube diameter. The full piece
had grooves machined 0.25 mm deep on either side, with the grooves extending the entire
63.5 mm depth of the knife cross. These grooves assisted with half-piece placement during
the welding procedure. Before welding, each of the three pieces was machined with the 30
degree full angle knife edge, recessed such that the tip plane of the knife edge is located
5.08 mm from the front of the piece. However, at the inner radial extent of each piece a
section was left unmachined such that after welding a 12.5 mm by 12.5 mm square section
remained.
Considerable efforts were undertaken in order to reduce the presence of residual stresses
within the knife cross due to the complicated multi-stage fabrication process. Before welding,
the entire knife cross assembly was pre-heated and checked that a uniform temperature of
470 K had been achieved. The pre-heating processes is recommended to prevent filler seam
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crackage during and or after the weld has been applied. After welding, the assembled knife
cross was soft annealed to return dimensional stability and relieve any stresses introduced
into the metal which could have occurred due to the application of intense, localized heat to
a very thin metal piece only 3.97 mm thick. Post annealing, the center section was machined
out in order to match up the knife edge angles at the center of the knife cross. The final stage
was the heat treatment. The piece was double tempered at approximately 820 K, to provide
a final hardness of 56 HRC and decrease dimensional changes during the heat treatment
process [36]. Grinding was then performed where required to account for any steel move-
ment (change in length) during the hardening and to recover the final dimensions. Machine
drawings for the entire knife blade assembly including the modified diaphragm flange can be
found in Appendix B.
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CHAPTER 3
TEST GAS CHARACTERIZATION
3.1 Introduction
For a given test gas, the unique gas dynamic operation of the expansion tube permits the
user to consider different acceleration conditions, while keeping test gas properties of interest,
such as stagnation enthalpy, nominally constant. The choice of the acceleration condition is
an important consideration for test condition selection. Improving the a priori knowledge of
expected test conditions will result in significant time-saving. Prior to this work, HET test
condition characterization was achieved in very much a “trial and error” fashion, requiring
the evaluation of candidate conditions via the collection of data rather than evaluation based
upon theoretical or computational prediction. For example, to compare the test gas noise
levels and core flow size of 4 different run conditions, it is estimated that 15-20 shots are
required - corresponding to 30-40 hours of facility operation. The following sections detail
HET test gas noise level and core flow size predictive capabilities.
3.2 Test Gas Disturbances
Accurate assessment of the test time is an important component for expansion tube testing.
The test time is marked by the arrival of the secondary contact surface and terminated
by either the arrival of the secondary expansion tail or the reflected expansion head. Due
to the large pressure rise across the secondary contact surface, the arrival of the test time
is generally an easily distinguishable event. The much lower pressure increase (expansion
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head) or decrease (expansion tail) ensures that the termination of the test time is a more
difficult event to determine. For sufficiently high levels of noise, the test time can be rendered
completely unusable as test time termination cannot be identified. This motivates the desire
to identify sources of test time noise for efficient test condition selection purposes.
3.2.1 Richtmyer-Meshkov Instability
A proposed source of test time noise was via the Richtmyer-Meshkov instability (RMI). The
RMI occurs when an interface is impulsively accelerated. In this case, the interface is the
secondary contact surface which is accelerated by the incident shock. It is proposed that the
growing instability encourages mixing between the two gases and introduces disturbances
into the test gas. The driving mechanism for the RM instability is the baroclinic generation
of vorticity arising from the cross product of the density and pressure gradients (∆p×∆ρ).
For our application, ∆ρ exists from initial conditions and the ∆p is provided by the incident
shock pressure jump. The RM instability has been extensively studied in shock tube inves-
tigations [38, 39, 40]. In all of these cases, there was initially no pressure gradient across the
interface.
The instability is named for the linear analysis presented by Richtmyer [41] and its ex-
perimental verification by Meshkov [42]. The RM interfacial perturbation is initially char-
acterized by a linear growth region, followed by a non-linear region when the perturbation
amplitude is no longer small compared to the wavelength. During the linear portion of the
instability, the perturbations have a sinusoidal shape whereas during the non-linear process
it evolves into features consisting of shapes described in the literature as “bubbles” and
“spikes” which leads to a turbulent mixing zone.
Richtmyer’s linear impulsive model is mathematically described as
dη
dt
= ku67Aη0 (3.1)
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where k is the wave number of the sinusoidal perturbation, A is the Atwood number and η0
is the initial perturbation. The Atwood number is defined to be
A =
(ρ5 − ρ1)
(ρ5 + ρ1)
(3.2)
where states 5 and 1 denote the initial conditions of the acceleration and driven sections
respectively, Fig 2.1.
Equation 3.1 only covers linear growth when η << λ, however it is expected that consid-
ering the length of acceleration section, the growth will become non-linear and “bubble” and
“spike” features will be created. To account for this, the equation of Sadot [43] is used which
describes the linear, non-linear and asymptotic behavior of the bubbles and spike evolution
U = U0
1 +Bt
1 +Dt+ Et2
(3.3)
where t denotes the time after secondary diaphragm rupture and U0 is the linear growth
rate, described in Equation 3.1. Additionally,
B = U0k (3.4)
D = (1± A)U0k (3.5)
E =
[
(1± A)
(1 + A)
](
1
2piC
)
U20k
2 (3.6)
In the above equations, the plus and minus signs denote bubble and spike features respec-
tively. For the Atwood numbers considered in this work, C = 1/(3pi). Sadot et al. also
integrated Equation 3.3 to determine the amplitude as a function of time
ηs =
[
U0√
4E −D2
(
2− BD
E
)]
tan−1
[
2Et+D√
4E −D2
]
+
U0B
2E
ln
(
1 +Dt+ Et2
)
+K (3.7)
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Due to the pressure difference, the secondary diaphragm will bulge downstream. It is
assumed that this convex bulge forms the initial perturbation bulge, such that the wave-
length is equal to the inner tube diameter (λ = 2r). Typically, perturbation length scales
are much smaller than characteristic facility dimensions, however other studies have looked
at comparable sizes, for example Houas et al. [44]. The Mylar diaphragm can be mod-
eled as a membrane since η0 > 5τ , where τ is the thickness of the Mylar diaphragm and
equal to 12.7 µm. The initial deflection of the diaphragm [45], corresponding to the initial
perturbation amplitude is equal to
η0 =
3
√
∆ Pr4
2.86Eτ
(3.8)
where E is Young’s modulus and ∆P is the pressure difference across the diaphragm.
Table 3.1 summarizes four candidate test conditions used for the high-enthalpy CO2 work,
Chapter 5. The values are generated from the one-dimensional, perfect-gas, inviscid code for
HET operation. In the table, state 7 denotes test conditions and ∆T67 is the temperature
difference across the contact surface, T6−T7. The sound speed ratio, c3/c2, was deliberately
selected to be the same in each case so that test gas disturbances due to frequency focusing
of lateral waves [26] were equal for each test condition.
Numerous shots were taken for each run condition and the standard deviation is calculated
across the most steady portion of the test gas, neglecting the initial perturbed response due
to the arrival of the contact surface. At each time, the average mean pitot pressure was
calculated to account for the shot-to-shot variation. The standard deviation of the time-
averaged pressure vector was then calculated, which is representative of the noise levels
(deviation about the mean) within the test gas. Figure 3.1 presents the perturbation growth
rate as a function of time from diaphragm rupture to the arrival of the contact surface at
the end of the acceleration section. In Figure 3.1, each run condition displays initial linear
growth up to a peak value followed by the asymptotic decrease characteristic of the non-
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Label A M7 U7 (m/s) σ (kPa)
CO2-CO2 (RC2) -0.967 5.52 2998 1.86
CO2-Air (RC5) -0.974 5.72 3059 2.52
CO2-Hel (RC8) -0.979 5.75 3066 5.84
CO2-Arg (RC11) -0.973 5.57 3014 1.81
Table 3.1: Comparison of four different CO2 test gas run conditions for RMI analysis. These
same run conditions were investigated in the high-enthalpy CO2 Mars Science Laboratory
study detailed in Chapter 5. For additional test condition properties see Table 5.1.
Figure 3.1: Growth rates as a function of time for four different run conditions, as described
in Table 3.1.
linear regime. Linear behavior accounts for, at most, only 6% of the total contact surface
travel time. The single-mode model of Equation 3.3 is only valid when η0k < 0.6 and for
these conditions the maximum η0k value is 0.286, corresponding to an argon acceleration
gas.
From Figure 3.1 and Table 3.1, no consistent agreement is observed. In fact, from
the experimental observations, the CO2-He run condition test gas experiences the largest
perturbations while the RMI calculations predict it to be the most stable. Therefore, it is
concluded that the Atwood number is not a correlating parameter for test gas noise levels.
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Driven-Acc Gas p1 p5 ρ1c1 ρ5c5 us D σ
(kPa) (mTorr) kg/(m2s) kg/(m2s) (m/s) kg/(ms2) (kPa)
CO2-CO2 1.2 150 5.74 0.094 1853 10810 1.86
CO2-Air 1.2 180 5.74 0.096 1853 10905 2.52
CO2-He 1.2 1050 5.74 0.300 1853 11192 5.84
CO2-Ar 1.2 135 5.74 0.093 1853 10808 1.81
CO2-He 6.0 1600 28.73 0.349 1447 42077 8.98
Ar-He 6.0 1600 31.00 0.349 1671 52384 25.78
Air-He 6.0 1600 24.17 0.349 1632 40015 8.02
Air-He 1.5 175 6.06 0.04 1992 12151 4.62
Table 3.2: Comparison of eight different run conditions for acoustic impedance analysis.
3.2.2 Acoustic Impedance
The characteristic acoustic impedance, ρc, was also investigated as a correlating parameter
for test gas noise levels. To accomplish this, 4 additional run conditions on top of the 4
described above were investigated. Table 3.2 is a summary of the 8 different run conditions.
The first four run conditions have the same test gas (CO2) with different acceleration gases,
while the next three run conditions have the same accelerator conditions with different test
gases. The last entry is the Air-5 run condition used for the spectroscopic studies, Chapter 4.
Included in the table are the initial conditions, the characteristic acoustic impedances across
the secondary contact surface and the calculated test gas standard deviations. Experimen-
tally, we saw that the test gas noise magnitude correlated with the expression
D = us (ρ1c1 + ρ5c5) (3.9)
From the table it is evident that larger D values correspond to larger levels of test gas noise.
The correlating factor is dependent upon the total characteristic acoustic impedance across
the secondary diaphragm, (ρ5c5+ρ1c1). This suggests that larger acoustic impedances will
result in larger test gas perturbations, as the ratio of acoustic force to velocity amplitude
will be increased.
As a qualitative indication of the difference in test gas noise, Figure 3.2 is included.
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Figure 3.2: Pitot pressure time history comparison between two different interfaces, CO2-Ar
and CO2-He. Acoustic impedance correlation predicts that the CO2-He interface should be
more unstable.
Typical test gas pitot pressure traces for the CO2-He and CO2-Ar interface run conditions
are shown (3rd and 4th rows in Table 3.2 respectively). For these two cases, the test gas
conditions (temperature, velocity) are very similar. Furthermore, the primary contact surface
sound speed ratio, c3/c2, is also the same so according to the theory of Paull and Stalker [26]
these two conditions should display the same level of test gas noise. Test gas perturbations
are much more pronounced in the helium case, consistent with the calculated characteristic
acoustic impedances.
We now seek a mathematically based description of test gas pitot pressure disturbances
in terms of the characteristic acoustic impedance. The fluctuations in the pitot pressure
produced by a small disturbance, φ(x, t), can be approximated to the first order in the
derivatives of φ as [26]
PT = PT0
{
1 +
[
2M27 − 1
M27 − (γ − 1/2γ)
]
1
u67
δφ
δx
− γ
c2
δφ
δt
}
(3.10)
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In Equation 3.10, PT is the fluctuation about the unperturbed pitot pressure, PT0 . We
assume φ to be an acoustic disturbance that oscillates sinusoidally in time such that φ is a
function of only t. As a result, the middle term in Equation 3.10 will drop out. From linear
acoustic theory (where ∞ denotes the undisturbed state), we have
δφ
δt
=
P∞ − P
ρ∞
(3.11)
Substitution of Equation 3.11 into Equation 3.10 yields
PT = PT0
{
1− γ
c2
[
P∞ − P
ρ∞
]}
(3.12)
The pressure disturbance, p, is equal to P − P∞. It represents the acoustic contribution to
the overall pressure field and oscillates as [46]
p = ppk cos(ωt− β) = Re[pˆe−iωt] (3.13)
where ppk is the peak pressure, ω is the angular frequency, β is the phase shift and pˆ is the
complex pressure amplitude and equal to ppke
iφ. As a result, Equation 3.12 will reduce to
PT = PT0
[
1 +
γppk
c2ρ∞
cos (ωt− β)
]
(3.14)
Along a non-moving surface S0, the complex pressure amplitude can be written as [46]
pˆ = vinρcζ(ω) (3.15)
This yields the following expression for the peak pressure, ppk, in terms of the characteristic
acoustic impedance
ppk =
vinρcζ(ω)
eiβ
(3.16)
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Treating the secondary diaphragm as the surface S0, substituting Equation 3.16 into Equa-
tion 3.14 and evaluating the expression at the local conditions provides
PT = PT0
[
1 +
us (ρ1c1 + ρ5c5)
P7
· ζ (ω)
eiβ
cos (ωt− β)
]
(3.17)
The above expression incorporates a non-dimensional parameter, τ , defined to be
τ ≡ us (ρ1c1 + ρ5c5)
P7
(3.18)
Physically, τ is a measure of the ratio of acoustic pressure to the overall static pressure field.
For a matrix of HET run conditions, chosen with desired test gas properties in mind (for
example, Mach number or stagnation enthalpy) so that the static pressure will be very simi-
lar in each case, the quantity theoretically identifies increasing test gas noise with increasing
characteristic impedance across the secondary diaphragm station. This is generally consis-
tent with experimental observation - larger τ values correspond to larger levels of measured
test gas noise. In Table 3.3, the results for the last run condition, Air-5, are not consistent
with the correlation. According to its τ value, it should have the largest amount of test
gas noise, however experimentally only a moderately low amount of noise was seen. This
highlights inadequacies in the current presentation; namely that no frequency dependence
is incorporated and that the non-dimensional quantity, τ , does not provide a quantitative
prediction of the level of test gas noise. Therefore, at this stage, it can be concluded that
the correlation only provides a qualitative indication of one test condition’s suitability over
another within a matrix of test conditions, where each run condition has been chosen with
desired test gas properties in mind. It should also be noted that τ includes the static pressure,
while test gas noise levels were measured using the pitot pressure. This does not make it
possible to predict numerical values for test gas noise, however it does serve as a comparative
platform between test conditions to determine which cases are more suitable based upon test
gas noise level considerations.
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Driven-Acc Gas D P7 τ σ
kg/(ms2) (kPa) (kPa)
CO2-CO2 10810 3.70 2.93 1.86
CO2-Air 10905 3.20 3.38 2.52
CO2-He 11192 3.14 3.52 5.84
CO2-Ar 10808 3.56 2.90 1.81
CO2-He 42077 3.84 10.95 8.98
Ar-He 52834 4.06 12.93 25.78
Air-He 40015 4.30 9.33 8.02
Air-He 12151 0.77 15.81 4.62
Table 3.3: Summary of the eight run conditions used for the acoustic impedance analysis
including the non-dimensional correlation parameter, τ , identified from theoretical analysis.
3.3 Core Flow Prediction
In the acceleration section, the wall boundary layer behind the transmitted shock, which
develops with increasing distance, entrains mass from the region between the contact surface
and shock (state 6) resulting in an acceleration of the contact surface and deceleration of the
transmitted shock. This phenomena has been comprehensively investigated by Mirels for
both laminar and turbulent boundary layers in shock tubes [47, 48, 49, 50]. Subsequently,
the core flow (state 7, arriving after state 6) size is reduced due to the development of
this boundary layer. In a shock tube, the test condition arrives directly behind the shock
wave and the measurement extent (core flow size) will not be affected by viscous effects.
However, in the expansion tube, where the test condition arrives after the acceleration slug
and its accompanying boundary layer, the test gas core diameter extent will be affected by
viscous effects. Therefore, the core flow size, φ, is calculated based upon the thickness of the
boundary layer after it has grown through the entire length of the acceleration section
φ = 6− 2δx=3.96m (3.19)
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Figure 3.3: For a CO2 test gas, laminar (solid) and turbulent (dashed) boundary layer
thickness predictions at the tube exit versus test gas stagnation enthalpy. Four different
acceleration gases are considered. p1=1.5 kPa and p4=2500 kPa. Perfect gas and ideal shock
assumptions.
At hypersonic speeds, boundary layer thicknesses are larger than those at slower speeds.
Viscous dissipation occurs as the very high freestream kinetic energy is partially converted to
thermal energy within the boundary layer, increasing the temperature and also the viscosity
- causing a thicker boundary layer. For a constant pressure profile (at a given axial location)
within the boundary layer, the increase in temperature through the ideal equation of state
will cause a decrease in density. In order to pass the same mass flow rate through a region
of decreased density, the thickness must grow.
Laminar and turbulent boundary layer thicknesses at the tube exit (inside the test section)
were calculated using Mirel’s theory for a carbon dioxide test gas, Figures 3.3. The bound-
ary layer thicknesses are presented as a function of test gas stagnation enthalpy. In these
calculations, four different acceleration gases were considered for the given test gas. For a
desired stagnation enthalpy, plots of this form will aid the test condition selection process
as they indicate which choice of acceleration gas will result in the largest core flow.
Three test conditions were examined to test the veracity of Mirel’s theory for boundary
layer thickness in the HET. The test conditions were RC5, the CO2 run condition used for
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Figure 3.4: Pitot pressure survey for a high-enthalpy air run condition, Air-1, with
p4=4400 kPa, p1=1.5kPa and p5=175mTorr. Core flow sizes for both laminar and turbulent
boundary layers using the theory of Mirels are also shown.
the MSL study described in Chapter 5, Air-1, a high-enthalpy air test gas case, and Air-3,
which is a mid-range enthalpy air condition. Air-1 is a very similar run condition to the
Air-5 condition used in the spectroscopy work of Chapter 4. Air-1 differs from Air-5 only
in driver pressure, p4, for which an appreciable difference in pitot pressure, but negligible
difference in core flow size, is predicted. Table 3.4 compares the calculated laminar and
turbulent core flow predictions with the experimental measurement. The experimental core
flow uncertainty is +0 and -0.5 inches, accounting for 0.25 inch vertical accuracy on the
sting. Entrance into the boundary layer from the core flow via traversing the pitot probe
was taken to be the position at which a 15% reduction in measured pressure below the mean
value occured. The pitot pressure survey for the Air-1 condition is shown in Figure 3.4,
which visually illustrates the excellent agreement between experiment and Mirel’s laminar
theory and the drop in pitot pressure within the boundary layer.
Of particular interest in the table, we see that the laminar prediction best matches the
experimental measurement for the high Mach number air case (Air-5) while a turbulent
boundary layer exists for the low Mach number air (Air-3) condition. The unit Reynolds
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Condition Test Gas Reu M7 φlaminar φturbulent Exp.
(1/m) (in.) (in.) (in.)
Air-3 Air 9.80×105 4.96 3.92 2.6 3.0
Air-1 Air 5.50×105 7.42 2.53 1.33 2.5
RC5 CO2 1.00×106 5.72 4.15 3.93 4.5
Table 3.4: The laminar and turbulent core flow predictions, based upon Mirel’s theory,
for three different run conditions. Theoretical values are compared against experimental
measurement. Error bars on experimental values are +0 inches and -0.5 inches.
number, Reu, of the Air-3 condition is roughly double that of Air-5. As Re is the established
parameter for transition, one would expect an Air-3 boundary layer to undergo laminar-
to-turbulence transition earlier than for Air-5. Additionally, the higher the value of the
freestream quantity, U2/ν, the lower the importance of higher modes obtained from a linear
stability analysis [51]. In comparison to wind tunnels, this quantity will be at least an order
of magnitude higher for impulse-type facilities, such as the HET, where freestream velocities
replicative of hypersonic flight conditions are obtained. As such, experiments in perfect-gas
facilities such as at M6NTC [52] and BAM6QT [53, 54] have identified the second mode as
the most dominant mode, while they may have little relevance to transition at flight veloci-
ties [51]. Mack showed that with increasing freestream Mach number, the maximum spatial
amplification rate of the first mode decreases [55]. Therefore, it is very likely that first mode
instabilities are dominant within HET flows so that boundary layer stability is promoted
with increasing Mach number.
3.4 Conclusions
Attempts have been made to provide a more rigorous characterization of the test condition
in terms of test gas noise levels and the size of the core flow. These features were previously
determined via experimental measurement which was very time-consuming and an inefficient
method for the test condition selection process. The ability to now predict core flow size,
coupled with a comparative basis for test gas noise levels, will significantly reduce the time
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taken for this process. All previous theoretical calculations within the HET assumed inviscid
flow, however this study extends the analysis towards viscous effects.
Perfect gas analysis has been completed to identify parameters which correlate with ob-
served levels of test gas noise across a variety of run conditions. Two parameters were
investigated: the Atwood number and the characteristic acoustic impedance. Noise level
was quantified via the standard deviation of test gas pitot pressure. It was seen that the
Atwood number, and hence any hydrodynamic instability resulting from pressure and den-
sity gradients across the secondary diaphragm, is not a successful indicator. A parameter,
describing the ratio of acoustic pressure amplitude to the overall pressure field, correlates
very well with test gas noise levels. The ratio is dependent upon the total characteristic
acoustic impedance across the initial secondary diaphragm.
Core flow size has been estimated using the theory of Mirels, which predicts growth of
the boundary layer after the transmitted shock and limits the size of the test gas core flow
diameter. The influence of the acceleration gas and test gas stagnation enthalpy upon this
core flow size has been investigated. Theoretical predictions have been compared with ex-
perimental data, for which the agreement is quite good for two conditions but is limited in
the other instance due to experimental uncertainty arising from insufficient measurement
spatial resolution.
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CHAPTER 4
POST-SHOCK RELAXATION REGION
VIBRATIONAL TEMPERATURE
MEASUREMENTS
4.1 Introduction
Behind a strong shock, very high temperatures can occur which leads to considerable vibra-
tional excitation and dissociation. The extent and profile of the post-shock relaxation region
must be predicted to infer aerothermodynamic loads on the vehicle body. The complex-
ity of a thermochemically active, hypersonic flow tests the current limits of computational
modeling [56]. Experimental data, particularly obtained using non-intrusive techniques, are
therefore valuable, but conditions are typically challenging for measurement diagnostics.
The goal of this study is to investigate the non-equilibrium relaxation region behind a
normal shock using spectroscopic radiation measurements. By doing so, we aim to demon-
strate the applicability of emission spectroscopy as a diagnostic for hypervelocity flows. The
normal shock is created via a Mach reflection using an opposing wedge arrangement. The
choice of a normal shock eliminates flow field complexities associated with a curved bow
shock, such as mixed subsonic-supersonic regions, entropy gradients due to flow curvature
and three-dimensionality. Nitric oxide A-X (also referred to as the gamma, or γ band) and
hydroxyl radical A-X band transitions are used to measure post-shock vibrational tempera-
ture profiles in a high-enthalpy, nominal Mach 7.4 air flow.
NO and OH spectral data have previously been the focus of a series of sounding rocket
flight experiments measuring ultraviolet emission behind a bow shock which were carried
out in an effort to validate aerodynamic and radiative transfer models at re-entry condi-
tions [57]. Single scans at 89.7 to 76.4 km were dominated by nitric oxide (A-X) gamma
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band emissions. In contrast, the summed spectra at 100 km was dominated by hydroxyl
(A-X) bands, primarily (1,0) and (0,0). Significant computational and theoretical analyses
have been completed upon these data. Initially, the primary aim was to compare radiation
model predictions with data based upon spectral emission obtained from four NO electronic
bands [58, 59, 60]. With only A-X band radiation being observed for the OH molecule, focus
then shifted to developing OH specific radiation models for comparison with the experimen-
tal data. Numerical investigations have been completed based upon these models including
work completed by Levin et al. [61, 62, 63, 64, 65], Gimelschein et al. [66] and Kossi and
Boyd [67]. In certain cases, significant differences were found between OH A-system vibra-
tional temperature and those of the bulk flow. With outstanding issues arising from the
flight experiments, one aim of this study is to provide additional temperature data behind
hypersonic shock fronts with strong OH A-X emission at elevated temperatures.
In a partially dissociated and vibrationally excited freestream, Nerem et al. have measured
relaxation times of dissociated air behind a normal shock for shock speeds between 4.9 to
6.8 km/s by examining the radiative emission time-history [68]. Vibrational temperatures
and relaxation times behind normal shock waves, with shocked temperatures between 1400-
3200K, were measured by Russo for CO test gas mixtures [69]. Time-resolved vibrational
temperature measurements of CO were made using the emission band-reversal method and
the line-reversal method for seeded sodium by assuming equilibrium between CO vibrational
and sodium electronic temperatures. In the Mach range of 3.5-5.7, Moser and Hindelang mea-
sured nitric oxide vibrational relaxation times behind incident normal shock waves [70, 71].
Moser and Hindelang employed infra-red diode laser absorption spectroscopy tuned to spe-
cific ro-vibrational transitions for a NO-Ar gas mixture. At shock velocities of 6.2 km/s,
Sharma and Gillespie conducted rotational and vibrational temperature measurements be-
hind a normal shock [72], which sought to advance previous non-equilibrium relaxation region
measurements by Allen et al. [73, 74, 75]. In each of these cases, nitrogen was the test gas.
Sharma and Gillespie completed their measurements using photomultiplier tube radiometers
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and the second positive system of N2. Using the Marseille free-piston shock tube and a shock
velocity of 5.8 km/s, Labracherie et al. studied the non-equilibrium region downstream of a
normal shock wave [76]. Labracherie et al. presented the temporal evolution of vibrational
and rotational temperatures and did not specifically investigate spatial temperature gradi-
ents. Temperature measurements were made for a methane-nitrogen-argon mixture using
the CN B-X electronic transition. Using the spontaneous emission of the δ v =0 band of
CN, Ramjuan et al. spatially measured the relaxation region behind a normal shock with
a velocity of 5.6 km/s [77]. Recently, Rond et al. used the CN violet system to show time-
resolved post-shock intensity profiles and to measure post-shock vibrational temperatures
using emission spectroscopy [78].
These previous studies demonstrate that emission spectroscopy is a viable technique for
determining internal energy mode temperatures within a non-equilibrium flow field. CO2
flow fields were the focus of many of the experimental studies that utilized emission spec-
troscopy as the diagnostic technique and CN was the species of interest. In the current
study, we examine air flows with NO and OH as the emitter species. Experimental results
from CUBRC (Calspan University of Buffalo Research Center), for shock velocities between
3-4 km/s, used emission spectroscopy to identify the NO A-X band as the dominant radiator
behind strong shocks for a O2-N2 gas mixture [79]. A follow-up experimental study used the
region behind the shock wave to determine the squared transition moment value of the NO
gamma band and to obtain time-dependent NO gamma radiative signals [80]. The calcu-
lation of internal energy mode temperatures using radiation signals from NO band systems
via comparison with numerical spectra simulation has been successfully demonstrated on
numerous occasions in air plasma experiments. In the NASA Ames 20 MW arc jet wind
tunnel, vibrational temperatures have been measured by using the emission spectra of the
NO γ (A-X) and δ (C-X) bands [81, 82]. In the same facility, rotational temperatures have
also determined using the NO δ(0,4), γ(0,0), γ(0,1), γ(0,2) and γ(0,3) bands [83]. Using
strong γ and weaker β (B-X), δ and  (D-X) band transitions, all internal energy mode
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temperatures were measured for plasma discharges in air [84].
In the previous shock wave studies, measurements have been made behind propagating
waves. In the present experiments, we instead establish a stationary shock using an opposing
double wedge model geometry. The flowfield is first visualized using the schlieren technique.
Shock angles are measured and since the free stream inflow conditions are known, the frozen
post-shock state is well-characterized.
The shock-tube was almost exclusively the only type of impulse facility used in the previous
experimental studies discussed above. In reflected-shock tunnels, chemical freezing within the
nozzle and freestream non-equilibrium effects can alter the test gas [1, 85, 86]. An expansion
tube is an alternate means of achieving high-enthalpy hypersonic conditions. Therefore, this
work also serves as a testbed for demonstrating the applicability of emission spectroscopic
techniques for temperature measurement within an expansion tube. Emission spectroscopy
can provide useful data for facility characterization. At the TCM2 free-piston shock tunnel
in France, emission spectra have been used to calculate useful test times and demonstrate
test time homogeneity for different operating conditions [87, 88]. Test time determination
and species identification in the JXI expansion tube facility using emission spectroscopy was
performed by Ramjuan et al. [89]. Expansion tubes typically exhibit shorter test times than
those exhibited in shock-tube and arcjet wind tunnel facilities, which reduces the emission
signal strength. To the knowledge of the authors, this is the first study to conduct vibrational
temperature measurements using optical emission spectroscopy in an expansion tube.
4.2 Experimental Setup
4.2.1 Imaging System and Spectroscopic Setup
Mach reflection configurations were visualized using a schlieren system consisting of a Xenon
nanopulser (10 ns duration) white light source and pco.1660 (Cooke Coorporation) CCD
camera. The system is triggered via the transmitted shock arrival at a 1MHz response pitot
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Figure 4.1: Three dimensional schematic of imaging spectroscopy collection system
Figure 4.2: Schematic of experimental data acquisition setup
pressure transducer (PCB 113A26) sting-mounted in the test section 31.75 mm below the
model centerline. Schlieren images and pitot pressure traces from previous experiments [25]
and simulations [90] ensure a repeatable and steady Mach reflection during the test time.
For the spectroscopic measurements, the broadband emission light is collected and colli-
mated at 90 degrees to the vertical axis plane of the test section with a 200 mm focal length,
50.8 mm diameter (f/4) UV coated lens. The collimated light is then focused for an imaging
spectrograph. Figure 4.1 is a three dimensional rendering of the experimental setup and Fig-
ure 4.2 is a schematic of the triggering system. Two spectrographs were used in this study: a
f/2 CP140 Jobin Yvon spectrograph for measurements which will be referred to as “coarse”,
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and a f/4 270M SPEX spectrograph for measurements which will be referred to as “fine”.
Spectral lines were visualized using a Princeton Instruments PI-MAX MG:512SB intensified
CCD camera system and a ST-133 camera controller. For each run, the camera exposure
was set to 80 µs in order to capture as large a portion of the test gas as possible without ac-
celerator or driver gas contamination. For the f/4 270M SPEX spectrograph measurements,
a slit size of 43 µm was selected as a compromise between signal strength and resolution.
At the focal plane of the spectrometer for the fine measurements, the dispersion across the
chip was 0.07nm/pixel, corresponding to a wavelength range of 35.71 nm. The measured
resolution is 1.4 Angstrom. For the coarse measurements, two different slit sizes of 25 and 50
µm were used. For the NO wavelength and intensity calibration, a hollow cathode Fe lamp
and a L6302 D2 Hamamatsu lamp with Oriel 6310 power supply are used respectively. For
the OH wavelength and intensity calibration, an Oriel pencil style 6035 Hg-Ar lamp with a
6045 power supply and a 20W Newport 6319 tungsten lamp with a Oriel 68735 power supply
are used respectively. For the coarse resolution results, for which no intensity calibration
was performed, the 6035 Hg-Ar pencil lamp was the wavelength calibration source.
While emission spectroscopy is referred to as a point measurement, a finite collection vol-
ume does exist. In order to determine the one-dimensional (in the axial direction) extent
of this imaging point, a calibrated point source was mounted on a translation stage and
traversed slightly upstream and downstream while the intensity was recorded. The FWHM
of the recorded intensity profile is 1mm with an uncertainty of ± 0.25mm. As with the
schlieren system, spectrometer acquisition sequences were triggered using the transmitted
shock arrival at the test section pitot probe which was located within the core flow, 31.75 mm
below the tube centerline [25].
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4.3 Thermochemical calculations
The experimental results are compared with calculations using an existing thermochemical
model [91], based on the semi-classical, forced harmonic oscillator model with free-rotating
(FHO-FR) molecule paths by Adamovich and co-workers [92, 93, 94]. The molecule-molecule
rates of Adamovich [94] are extended to higher collisional energies by a curve fit function
obtained by minimizing the deviation from the numerical integration of the transition prob-
ability over all possible O2, N2 and NO transfers. The three-dimensional collisional model of
Adamovich and Rich [92] is used for the molecule-atom rates. State-resolved chemical reac-
tion rates are taken from Bose and Candler [95, 96]. Boltzmann distributions are assumed
for NO produced by the first Zeldovich reaction. However, non-Boltzmann distributions are
modeled for NO produced by the second Zeldovich reaction [96]. Using the master equation
approach of Park [86], a total of 37, 48, and 40 vibrational levels for O2, N2, and NO re-
spectively are obtained in addition to monatomic O, N, and Ar, resulting in a 128 species
mixture. The extended thermochemical model has been previously validated by compar-
ison with experimentally obtained data for rate constants [97, 98], vibrational relaxation
times [99, 100], dissociation rates [101, 102] and V-V transfer probabilities [103]. Initial
inflow conditions for the calculations (static pressure, static temperature and test gas Mach
number) are obtained from inviscid, perfect-gas calculations of expansion tube operation.
4.4 Results
4.4.1 Test Gas Freestream Condition
Table 4.1 summarizes the test gas freestream condition with a comparison between exper-
imentally measured values and inviscid, one-dimensional, perfect gas calculations. The ex-
perimental values presented are ensemble averaged across a total of 28 separate events,
consisting of 20 experiments for NO spectra acquisition and 8 experiments for OH spectra
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M7 ho,7 ttest p7,pitot p7 ut u7 us T7 φ
(MJ/kg) (µs) (kPa) (Pa) (m/s) (m/s) (m/s) (K) (mm)
Exp. 7.30 – 104 53.64±1.36 – 4148±47 – 2044±42 – 63.5
Theo. 7.42 7.88 163 55.6 778 5228 3777 1995 644 64.3
Table 4.1: Selected test gas freestream parameters. Theoretical calculations assuming one-
dimensional, perfect gas dynamics are compared with experimental measurements. Subscript
7 denotes the test gas. M is the Mach number, T is the static temperature and ho is the
stagnation enthalpy.
acquisition. Across most of the test condition parameters the agreement between theoretical
expectation and measurement is very good. The largest discrepancy is seen in the calculated
and measured values of the transmitted shock velocity, ut. However, two-dimensional Navier-
Stokes simulations of a very similar run condition (Air-1) have shown that the transmitted
shock is considerably attenuated due to viscous effects through the acceleration section [34].
Good agreement was obtained between the numerically predicted and the experimentally
measured velocity. The previous run condition, Air-1, differs from Air-5 (condition used in
the current study) only by the primary diaphragm burst pressure. Perfect gas predictions
indicate that the transmitted shock velocity differs by only 1 % for the change in burst
pressure. Therefore, ut is assumed to be invariant with burst pressure and the calculated
ut over-prediction results from the inviscid, one-dimensional assumption. The experimental
test gas Mach number is calculated from the measured pitot pressure, p7,pitot, using the the-
oretical prediction of the static test gas pressure, p7. Very low signal-to-noise ratios prevent
experimental measurement of p7 for the current run condition. Despite a lower than theoret-
ically predicted test-time, a sufficient slug of test gas exists in which to make spectroscopic
measurements.
4.4.2 Asymmetric Mach Reflection
The Mach reflection is created by an asymmetric wedge configuration. 25 and 35 degree
half-angle wedges are used with a tip-to-tip separation of 25.4 mm. In order to avoid three-
dimensional effects, inlet aspect ratios of 1.25 and wedge aspect ratios of 5 were used [104].
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Figure 4.3: Schematic of an asymmetric Mach reflection.
Wedge angles were chosen based upon inviscid, perfect-gas shock-polar theory. Details of
this approach can be found in Appendix A.2. CAD drawings of the wedges and mounting
arrangements are included in Appendix B.
A detailed depiction of the Mach reflection geometry is provided in Figure 4.3. The Mach
reflection consists of incident and reflected shock waves and a Mach stem. The Mach stem
connects two triple points and each triple point has a corresponding slipstream. Following
the nomenclature of the figure, assuming an inviscid flow and an infinitely thin contact
surface, the boundary conditions for a Mach reflection are [105]:
θ1 − θ2 = δ1 (4.1)
θ2 − θ4 = δ2 (4.2)
The Mach reflection (MR) has been extensively studied throughout the literature as an
example of a shock-shock interaction which occurs extensively in aerodynamic applications.
With significant thermochemical effects present in the current study, it is important to char-
acterize their anticipated influence upon the Mach reflection configuration. Numerous pre-
vious studies have confirmed that the overall MR configuration is displaced forward and the
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Figure 4.4: Schlieren image of an asymmetric Mach reflection in Air-5 test condition, nom-
inal freestream Mach number of 7.42. Wedge tip-to-tip spacing is 24.5 mm. Emission
spectroscopy measurement locations are indicated.
Mach stem height is decreased in the presence of non-equilibrium effects [106, 107, 108, 109].
The Mach stem height reduction increases the experimental difficulty as the post-shock mea-
surement area is also decreased. Numerical simulations of the current asymmetric wedge
arrangement indicate that the flow field is significantly dependent upon the thermochemical
model [90]. Frozen, finite-rate and equilibrium models were examined, for which the finite-
rate simulation provided the best agreement with experiment. However, the simulation
predicted a slightly further recessed and longer Mach stem than experimentally observed.
The simulations also indicated that the Mach stem position is stationary 20 µs after the
passing of the contact surface. For a test gas duration of approximately 120 µs this, com-
bined with a consistent triggering event, confirms that a steady Mach reflection exists during
data collection.
A sample schlieren image of the Mach reflection is included, Figure 4.4. The MR con-
figuration geometry has been verified via measurement of shock angles from the schlieren
images. The results are presented in Table 2 and compared against perfect gas predictions.
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The subscripts refer to the Mach reflection schematic depicted in Figure 4.3. The theoretical
reflected-shock angles were determined from shock-polar calculations. Comparisons yield
very good agreement between incident shock angles. The differences observed for the lower
triple-point reflected-shock and slipstream angles are more pronounced, especially so for the
slipstream angle. Whilst the static test gas temperature has not been directly measured, the
agreement between test gas pitot pressure, test gas Mach number, primary and transmitted
shock speeds and incident shock angles suggests that freestream conditions are well-predicted
by perfect gas theory.
From schlieren images, the Mach stem is measured to be 3.9 mm high, almost perpendicu-
lar, located 12.7 mm downstream of the wedge tip plane and its centerline located 2 mm below
the tube axial centerline. As Figure 4.4 shows, the uniform region behind the Mach stem
which is not influenced by the converging shear layer slipstreams is very small (approximately
5 mm). It is therefore imperative that the spatial locations of the spectra collection points
are known very precisely with respect to the wedge tip plane. This involves determining the
repeatability of the Mach stem location and potential shift from experiment-to-experiment.
The deviation on both height and location measurements was found to be ±0.5 mm. With
an uncertainty of ±0.25 mm in the imaging location (see Section 4.2.1) this results in a
combined spatial uncertainty of ±0.75 mm. Repeat experiments show the movement of the
Mach stem is small enough with respect to the uniform region length and the Mach stem
height such that the calibration imaging point (acquired before the experiment) corresponds
to the same location within the flowfield during the experiment. Measurements were made
along the Mach stem centerline at -1, 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 mm downstream of the Mach stem,
locations indicated by the symbols in Figure 4.4.
Calculations of the expected species concentrations and temperatures in the post-shock
relaxation region were carried out using the thermochemical model discussed in Section 4.3,
and are presented in Figures 4.5 and 4.6. These figures demonstrate the chemical and thermal
non-equilibrium nature of the flow field. The mole fraction profiles up to 5 mm downstream
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Shock Angles Theory Exp.
(degrees)
β1 46.6 44.4±0.3
β2 33.0 32.5±0.3
β4 40.6 45.1±0.3
δ2 -7.4 -2.7±0.3
Table 4.2: Comparison between theoretical and experimentally measured Mach reflection
shock and shear layer angles.
Figure 4.5: Calculated mole fraction distributions for the 5 major species up to 5 mm
downstream of the Mach stem.
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Figure 4.6: Temperature profiles up to 5 mm downstream of the Mach stem. In this figure,
the dotted line (thin) represents the translational temperature, the solid (thin) lines represent
the equivalent vibrational temperatures of each species and the dash-dotted (thin) lines
represent the A-state vibrational temperatures. The upper and lower dashed (thick) lines
show the frozen (7332 K) and equilibrium (3872 K) temperatures respectively.
of the Mach stem for the 5 major species considered in the model, NO, O2, N2, O and N,
are shown in Figure 4.5. The results predict dissociation behind the normal shock with
the presence of NO, O and N. Figure 4.6 displays the translational temperature, and the
equivalent [91] and A-state vibrational temperatures for NO, N2 and O2 calculated along
the centerline of the Mach stem up to 5 mm downstream of the Mach stem. The frozen and
equilibrium temperatures are calculated to be 7332 K and 3872 K respectively. The A-state
vibrational temperature (described as the first vibrational temperature in the Massa and
Austin paper) is calculated according to
e1 − e0
k log
(
N0
N1
) (4.3)
where N and e denote the mole numbers and energies for the subscripted levels respectively
and k is the Boltzmann constant [91]. The NO temperatures initially overshoot the frozen
temperature. This behavior is associated with the formation of NO in a non-Boltzmann
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distribution via the second Zeldovich reaction [95, 96]. NO also exhibits the largest difference
between the equivalent and A-state vibrational temperatures.
4.4.3 Species Identification
A spectrum obtained 10 mm downstream of the Mach stem over the wavelength regime of
200-400 nm using the f/2 CP140 Jobin Yvon spectrograph is shown in Figure 4.7. Coarse res-
olution acquisition was initially undertaken as a means of identifying potential temperature-
measurement appropriate species. Only the 50 µm results are presented since this resolution
provided the largest intensity levels (a 25 µm slit was also used). The identified emitters
with temperature-fitting potential in this wavelength regime are NO, OH and N+2 . Emission
from the OH radical has the strongest signal and dominates the entire spectrum. Certain
portions of the spectrum are magnified in order to show the presence of N+2 and NO. Based
on these results, the decision was made to concentrate efforts for temperature measurements
upon the ultraviolet portion of the spectrum using OH and NO. Additional measurements
also detected no noticeable signatures in the visible region.
OH is present in the flow field due to moisture contamination in the air test gas. As dis-
cussed in Section 4.1, NO and OH spectral data have previously been the focus of a series of
flight experiments measuring ultraviolet emission behind a bow shock. Calculations for these
experiments showed the presence of trace amounts of water vapor did not affect the density,
temperature, and major species (N2, O2, NO, N, O) concentrations behind the shock [58].
In the present work, to check the presence of water vapor or associated radical species had
no measurable effect on the temperature measurements, experiments were carried out with
both dry (bottled) and moist (room) air.
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Figure 4.7: Spectrum obtained 10 mm downstream of the Mach stem with a 50 micron slit
and 50 microsecond exposure time with certain portions of the spectrum magnified.
4.4.4 OH results
Due to the strong signal strength, initial measurements were conducted using the emission
spectra of OH. The OH A-X band calibration setup was also easier to implement than the
NO A-X band as a traditional blackbody radiation source with analytical solution could
be used. The location of data collection with respect to the Mach reflection are shown in
Figure 4.4. No signal was observed at the -1 mm location upstream of the Mach stem.
Fine-scale spectra were collected and temperature fits constructed for the A2
∑+ → X2∏
electronic transition in the 307-320 region. An example of an emission spectrum for the OH
A-X band obtained 4 mm downstream of the Mach stem is shown in Figure 4.8. Simulated
and experimentally observed spectra are compared. At each axial location, LIFBASE [110]
was used to generate simulated spectra across a broad temperature range at coarse tempera-
ture increments of 100 K using Lorentzian profiles and a resolution of 0.14 nm. Wavelengths
were interpolated so that the LIFBASE data points matched up with the experimental points
and at each temperature increment a scaling factor was computed which reduces the residual,
a value defined to be the sum of the differences between experimental and predicted intensity
peak values across the entire spectral range. The smallest residual of the entire tempera-
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Figure 4.8: Simulated LIFBASE and experimental OH spectra obtained 4 mm downstream
of the Mach stem for a vibrational temperature of 4140K.
ture range provided the fit vibrational temperature. The rotational and translational energy
modes are assumed to be in equilibrium. Once the coarse temperature was determined,
further optimization was performed such that the final temperature increment was 20 K.
This final simulation uncertainty of 20 K is deemed appropriate as it is small compared to
typical temperature uncertainty values arising from the major sources of experimental error
(see Section 4.4.6), independent of the spatial location of the measurement. As shown by
Figure 4.8, the results indicate that the intensities across the entire spectrum match up very
well and that reasonable temperature fits have been achieved. Spectra collected at 1 mm
upstream of the Mach stem yielded no signal, confirming the spatial precision of the imaging
location technique and lack of freestream dissociation in the facility.
4.4.5 NO results
Experiments were undertaken in order to investigate the NO γ band. Since this is a non-
equilibrium flow field, it should be noted that there are multiple vibrational temperatures
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Figure 4.9: NO γ band spectra obtained at three different locations (2, 3 and 4 mm) down-
stream of the Mach stem.
associated with the different electronic states of the nitric oxide molecule. Figure 4.9 is an
example of three NO spectra at three different streamwise locations of 2,3 and 4 mm down-
stream from the Mach stem. The signal strength is observed to attenuate markedly with
increasing axial distance.
Spectral fitting to the NO data using LIFBASE yielded very high temperatures, possibly
due to the LIFBASE rotational and vibrational quantum number limits of 80 and 5 respec-
tively. The Figures 4.11 and 4.10 provide rotational and vibrational Boltzmann population
distributions respectively for the two diatomic molecules up to the LIFBASE limits. As a
means of providing expected distributions, the NO temperature used for the calculations
corresponds to the temperature predicted by the thermochemical model. The OH temper-
ature is on the order of the fitted OH A-X band vibrational temperatures. These figures
indicate that the NO distributions are considerably broader than their OH counterparts and
reveal that non-negligible Boltzmann rotational and vibrational populations exist for NO
above the LIFBASE limits.
Hence, an in-house algorithm developed by Glumac with user-defined maximum lim-
its was used to generate simulated spectra. Vibrational and rotational energies are deter-
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Figure 4.10: NO and OH vibrational population distributions at expected molecule vibra-
tional temperatures
Figure 4.11: NO and OH rotational population distributions at expected molecule vibrational
temperatures
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mined to the third and second-order respectively via Dunham-type potential expansions.
For consistency, the spectroscopic constants used in these expansions are taken as those
from LIFBASE [110] and are summarized in the Appendix. For the doublet ground state,
the lower and upper configuration energies are calculated using the analytical expressions of
Kovacs [111]. The dependence of the spin-orbit parameter, A, upon the vibrational quan-
tum number is taken from Amiot [112]. Line strengths were calculated via multiplication
of the Franck-Condon factors and the Ho¨nl-London factors. The Ho¨nl-London factors for
the doublet transitions were determined following the expressions of Kovacs [111] and the
Franck-Condon factors were taken from Ory et al. [113]. Conversion from vacuum to air
wavelengths is achieved via the Edlen formula. The LIFBASE simulation formulates emis-
sion intensity as a function of molecule lifetime, emission co-efficients and predissociation
rates. LIFBASE calculates the emission co-efficients by incorporating the Ho¨nl-London fac-
tors and the transition probabilities that are calculated using the Rydberg-Klein-Ress (RKR)
method. The predissociation phenomena has been observed for the NO γ band and has been
experimentally [114], theoretically [115] and numerically [116] shown to be dependent upon
both vibrational and rotational quantum numbers. Vibrational levels of v′=4 and 5 can pre-
dissociate and for v′=3, rotational levels above N′= 25 can predissociate [114]. However, for
the most part transitions from these levels result in energies outside the current wavelength
regime. As identified by Figure 4.12, the dominant vibrational transitions which weigh
heavily upon the temperature-fitting procedure will not predissociate as explained above.
Furthermore, LIFBASE simulations for 220-255 nm show no difference between spectra with
and without predissociation broadening. Therefore, predissociation is not considered to be
a phenomena which needs to be considered for the wavelength range of interest.
Figure 4.12 shows a comparison between LIFBASE and an in-house simulation for a tem-
perature of 6200 K for limits of νmax=5 and Jmax=80 (limits inherent to LIFBASE). The
major vibrational band transitions are also indicated. The spectra are normalized by the
maximum intensity in each case, which corresponds to the (0,1) peak value. The agreement
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Figure 4.12: Comparison between simulated spectra using an in-house developed algorithm
and LIFBASE for an A-state vibrational temperature of 6200 K. νmax=5 and Jmax=80. The
major vibrational band transitions are indicated.
between the two simulations is very good and within the experimental spectral resolution.
Figure 4.13 shows a comparison between the two in-house simulations, one with the lower
limits of νmax=5 and Jmax=80 and the other with the extended limits of of νmax=20 and
Jmax=250. As evident in the figure, the use of the extended limits alters the intensity distri-
bution across major portions of the spectrum. The extended vibrational limits (and hence
larger ∆v values) will not influence the simulated spectrum, however the modeling of extra
rotational levels will alter the spectrum within the 220-255 nm range. Since the intensity dis-
tribution is the optimization parameter for the temperature-fitting procedure, the inclusion
of additional limits via the in-house simulations is justified. For a more detailed discussion
of the in-house simulation program, please see Appendix A.3.
Fine-scale spectra were collected and temperature fits constructed for the NO A2
∑+ →
X2
∏
electronic transition in the 220-255 nm region using the extended limits. The temper-
ature fitting procedure was the same as described for the OH A-X transition. NO spectra
were collected at 1, 2, 3 and 4 mm downstream of the Mach stem. Further downstream
spectral acquisition of the relaxation region was restricted by the influence of converging
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Figure 4.13: Comparison between the results of two simulated spectra using an in-house
developed algorithm, one with νmax=5 and Jmax=80 (limits inherent in LIFBASE) the other
with the extended limits of νmax=20 and Jmax=250.
shear layers bounding the measurement region, as shown in Figure 4.4. A sample spectrum,
collected at 2 mm behind the Mach stem, is shown in Figure 4.14 along with the simulated
comparison. The vibrational temperature in this case was determined to be 6900 K. Using
the LIFBASE limits, the calculated vibrational temperature was 7600 K. As exhibited for
all imaging locations, the NO spectra are somewhat noisy and the visual fit fidelity is not
as pronounced as in the OH spectra. As shown in Figure 4.14, the major vibrational band
transition intensities are all accurately matched.
The potential of contaminant emission within the 220-255 nm range was further inves-
tigated. Previous spectroscopic measurements at the TCM2 hypersonic facility have high-
lighted the importance of reducing test gas contamination. Pilverdier et al. noticed that
a Mylar secondary diaphragm displayed significantly less emissive intensity than one made
from copper [87]. The HET facility operates with a Mylar diaphragm. Ramjuan et al. also
emphasized the importance of cleaning the facility [89]. As a result, before each shot both
the driven and accelerator section were cleaned. No differences in the nitric oxide spectra
were observed.
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Figure 4.14: Simulated and experimental NO spectra obtained 2 mm downstream of the
Mach stem for an A-state vibrational temperature of 6900K.
Dry air was also used as the test gas in order to see if the trace quantities of water vapor
were affecting the results. The test location 2 mm behind the Mach stem was used to deter-
mine the influence of the moisture within the air. At this location five room air shots and six
dry air shots were conducted and the temperatures determined. The standard deviation of
these determined temperatures was 320K and 140K for the room air and dry air runs respec-
tively. Despite the improvement in shot-to-shot repeatability with dry air as the test gas,
no marked change in the experimental spectra was observed. Previous studies had identified
O2 Schumann-Runge band radiation within the NO γ band emission, however its presence
was not seen to influence the measurement [79, 80]. Irregardless of any contaminant source,
the intensity of the NO emission dominates the spectrum and is significantly greater than
the contaminant signal. Therefore, as the temperature fitting procedure uses intensity peak
values as the main optimization parameter, the contaminant signal is not sufficient enough
to hamper the temperature calculation.
Experimentally measured NO vibrational temperatures are shown in Figure 4.15. Data
are obtained from three experiments each at 1, 3 and 4 mm and six experiments at the
2 mm location. The repeatability of the measurements is good. The temperature profile
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calculated using the thermochemical model detailed above is also shown. Very good agree-
ment is achieved between calculated and experimentally measured vibrational temperatures
across the relaxation region. The largest discrepancy is observed at the 2 mm location, while
the temperature measurements at the other three locations are all within experimental er-
ror. The equilibrium temperature for this test condition (assuming a nitrogen, oxygen and
argon air mixture) is calculated to be 3872K from the NASA CEA program [117]. Table 3
compares the ensemble average of the temperature measurement at each location versus the
numerical result.
Results from the OH temperature fits described above are also presented on the same
graph. The OH vibrational temperatures are considerably lower than those of NO and the
temperature gradient throughout the relaxation region is much less pronounced and accom-
panied by a faster relaxation rate. OH error bars are not presented as no thermochemical
calculation was conducted and hence no temperature gradient was available. The disparity
between the experimentally measured OH and NO vibrational temperatures is indicative of
the non-equilibrium flow field. The deviation from equilibrium of each of the two species
depends on the specificity of the reactions that lead to their formation. As discussed in Sec-
tion 4.1, OH A-X band vibrational temperatures calculated from OH radiation models have
previously been reported to differ substantially from bulk vibrational temperatures. For ex-
ample, Levin et al. calculated the peak stagnation line vibrational OH A-state temperature
to be 2-3 times greater than the bulk flow vibrational temperature [61]. Kossi and Boyd also
found considerable differences between the vibrational temperatures of the bulk flow and
those calculated from an OH A-X radiation model [67]. The production mechanisms of OH
and their impact on the vibrational temperature of the nascent species were found to be sig-
nificant by Gimelshein et al [66]. Additionally, it was seen that even for a given production
mechanism, different vibrational temperatures were predicted depending on the chemical
reaction model [65]. These previous studies, together with the present work, indicate that
while OH is an attractive species to probe due to its single, significantly excited state at these
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Figure 4.15: Experimentally measured NO and OH A state vibrational temperatures in the
post-shock relaxation region. Measurements are compared to calculations using a detailed
thermochemical model.
Distance
(mm)
Numerical
(K)
Experimental
(K)
1 7143 7067
2 6356 6917
3 5971 6060
4 5721 6007
Table 4.3: Comparison between averaged experimental values and numerical results at dif-
ferent locations behind the Mach stem.
conditions, there are challenges associated with its use in non-equilibrium flows. However,
the presented OH results serve as useful comparative experimental data towards resolving
these issues and verifying any OH inclusive thermochemical model.
4.4.6 Sources of Uncertainty
The temperature measurement sources of error arise from shot-to-shot variation in MR
location, the spatial precision of the imaging location, test condition variability, spectroscopic
resolution and the temperature increment selection of the fit to simulated spectra. The first
two sources are dependent upon the relaxation region temperature gradient, which was
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determined from numerical calculations. As described in Section 4.2.1 and Section 4.4.2,
the uncertainties in the imaging location and MR movement are 0.25 mm and 0.5 mm
respectively. The freestream static temperature was used as the parameter to gauge test
condition variability. For the purpose of the uncertainty analysis, the freestream static
temperature is taken to be only dependent upon the HET initial pressures. Theoretically, the
freestream static temperature would also be dependent upon the section gas compositions.
As discussed above in Section 2.1.2, the air leak-rate into the helium filled expansion section
is negligible and hence will not influence the gas dynamic prediction. Moisture within the
air is expected to have a negligible influence upon the air test gas and is also not considered.
Driver pressures are so large (roughly 25 atm) that any residual air within the helium gas is
completely negligible. Therefore, freestream static temperatures are taken to be dependent
only upon the initial HET pressures. Table 4 presents the percentage breakdown of each
uncertainty source. The temperature measurement error bars at each imaging location, ∆T,
based upon the five uncertainty parameters described above is calculated using the following
equation
∆T =
√√√√ 5∑
i=1
[(
∂T
∂xi
ωxi
)2]
(4.4)
where ωxi denotes the uncertainty in the measurement of a certain parameter, xi. Values
are presented as percentages of the total uncertainty. The largest contribution to the total
uncertainty is due to the Mach reflection movement from shot-to-shot. Combined with
the imaging location uncertainty, these two factors account for more than 70% of the total
uncertainty at each spatial location.
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Axial Distance Spectrograph Mach Imaging Test Temperature
(mm) Resolution Reflection Location Condition Increment
1 0.16 77.76 19.44 2.55 0.09
2 0.15 75.45 18.86 5.17 0.37
3 0.13 63.52 15.88 18.67 1.81
4 0.11 56.67 14.17 25.25 2.80
Table 4.4: Breakdown of the contribution of the different uncertainty sources at each spatial
imaging location for the nitric oxide vibrational temperature measurements. Values are given
as percentages of the total uncertainty.
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CHAPTER 5
EXPERIMENTAL AND NUMERICAL
INVESTIGATION OF HYPERVELOCITY
CARBON DIOXIDE BLUNT BODY FLOWS
5.1 Flowfield Description
In high-enthalpy hypersonic flight, thermochemical relaxation times are typically comparable
to flow residence times, leading to nonlinear coupling between chemical reaction, vibrational
excitation, and fluid mechanics. In carbon dioxide flows which are relevant to Martian plan-
etary entry, thermochemical effects are particularly significant and may potentially account
for some recent anomalous results in blunt body shock layers.
The bow shock flowfield is complicated as it involves entropy gradients, mixed subsonic
and supersonic regions and is three-dimensional. Here only the forebody is described as the
current study is not concerned with any aftbody flow dynamics. A strong bow shock forms
in front of any blunt-nosed capsule, with the shock stand-off distance defined to be ∆ along
the stagnation line of the shock layer. This shock stand-off distance is known to be sensi-
tive to the thermochemical state of the region between the shock and the body [118, 119].
It therefore serves as an important experimentally measurable parameter in hypervelocity
flowfields. Near the stagnation line, the flow will be subsonic due to the low curvature of the
bow shock, but the flow accelerates as it moves away from the axis. Eventually, it will cross
the sonic line and reach supersonic speeds. Behind a bow shock, the high temperatures lead
to dissociation. In the case of a pure CO2 freestream, the dissociation will lead to significant
CO emission and small concentrations of O and C. With the introduction of N2 (3% by
volume in the Martian atmosphere), CN emission will be observed. The high temperatures
lead to a broad distribution of energy throughout the different modes via molecular colli-
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sions as the atoms and molecules become significantly thermally excited. As discussed in
Section 1.2, if thermal equilibrium is not achieved then the flow will be in non-equilibrium
and must be modeled accordingly. Therefore, on top of the Navier-Stokes equations (conser-
vation of mass, momentum and energy), additional equations must be included to solve for
each individual species. Finite chemical reaction rates must be used. The models assume
two sets of “equilibrium” - translational/rotational equilibrium and vibrational/electronic
equilibrium, yielding the so-called “two-temperature” model.
For sufficiently high freestream velocities, shock layer emission from excited species will
increase the heat transfer to the surface above conventional convective heating values via
radiative heating. Heat transfer can also be augmented via surface catalysis, whereby disso-
ciated species recombine to form CO2. A non-catalytic surface results in the lowest heating
rates as no recombination occurs. The super-catalytic case is the exact opposite in the sense
that full recombination at the surface is assumed irregardless of the local equilibrium condi-
tions. It represents the upper bound on the heat transfer prediction as the gas is returned
to its lowest chemical state and hence the maximum amount of heat is released. In between
the non-catalytic and super-catalytic solutions is finite-rate catalysis where the incident gas-
phase species recombine directly with a previously adsorbed atom or molecule [7].
The collection of high quality, repeatable high enthalpy CO2 data is very important for the
validation of these numerical models. As computing power increases and physical modeling
improves, significant cost-saving can be achieved if computation is able to correct replicate
the flow physics. However, current CO2 physical models do carry moderate to significant
areas of uncertainty. The two-temperature model described above was developed for air
flows and has been applied to CO2 with minimal validation [120]. There is considerable
uncertainty in the current chemical kinetics of a shock heated CO2-N2 mixture as many of
the reactions have not been validated at conditions typical of Martian re-entry. Catalytic
properties of dissociated CO2 materials are not as well characterized as those in air. Despite
expected MSL turbulence transition, the simple engineering correlation using Reθ and Me is
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usually employed and a more accurate assessment may be required. Additionally, no vali-
dated non-equilibrium CO2 radiative heating model exists.
Current deficiencies in our knowledge of non-equilibrium CO2 have practical design con-
sequences. The MSL currently carries a 50% uncertainty on its predicted turbulent heating
levels [121], which results in a considerable TPS (Thermal Protection System) weight penalty.
Depending on which catalysis model is used (for which the catalysis effects are not particu-
lary well characterized or modeled), the predicted centerline heating spans heat flux values
ranging from 37 to 125 W/cm2 [7].
5.2 Review of High-Enthalpy Carbon Dioxide Work
Several researchers have also studied high-enthalpy CO2 flow over blunt bodies. Stewart
and Chen measured bow shock stand-off distances over a 140 degree blunt angle cone (an
early version of the MSL model) for a 14.3 MJ/kg pure CO2 run condition in the NASA
Ames 42-inch shock tunnel [8]. Of the three different gas mixtures investigated for the same
blunt body, the maximum discrepancy between computation and experiment in the shock
stand-off distance was observed for the pure CO2 condition.
In the T5 facility, Wen and Hornung compared non-equilibrium theoretical sphere shock
stand-off distance predictions with extensive experimental and numerical results and found
acceptable agreement [118]. In the reflected shock tunnel HEG, CO2 flow over a 70-degree
blunt cone was studied using simulations and experiments by Netterfield et al. [122].
Hollis and Perkins compared various sphere-cone model forebody and aftbody heat transfer
values with computational simulations in the HYPULSE expansion tube [5, 6] and the 31-
inch Mach 10 Langley wind tunnel [5]. Overall, very good agreement between CFD and
experiment was achieved.
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Figure 5.1: Comparison between experimental and numerical shock shape on a 24 inch
diameter MSL model in the LENS I facility for a nominal 5.63 MJ/kg run condition. Image
re-produced with permission from Matt MacLean of CUBRC.
5.2.1 CUBRC Results
The hypersonic facilities at Calspan-University of Buffalo Research Center (CUBRC) have
been central to the investigation of planetary entry flight conditions for many programs,
including the up-coming MSL mission. Recent studies revealed that the experimentally ob-
served shock shape and stand-off distance differed significantly from numerical simulations
over a 24” diameter MSL model for high-enthalpy test conditions at 5 and 10 MJ/kg in the
LENS I reflected shock tunnel facility [1]. The computed shock stand-off distance for the
5 MJ/kg test condition was a factor of 2.25 times smaller than the experimental value as
shown in Figure 5.1, for which this discrepancy is clearly visible. However, at a 2 MJ/kg test
condition in the same facility, no such differences were observed. To examine this discrepancy
further, the same model was tested in the LENS X expansion tube facility at 5 MJ/kg [1].
Excellent agreement was obtained between simulations and experiments in the LENS X fa-
cility.
It was proposed that a possible cause for the observed reflected shock tunnel discrepancy
was due to uncertainty in the thermochemical state of the freestream after the chemically
dissociated test gas is strongly expanded in the nozzle. A follow-up numerical study found
that shock shape and stand-off distance matched experimental observation when 42% of the
total energy was artificially frozen in vibration [12]. As discussed by the authors, such a
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result is clearly aphysical and especially so when one considers that the original calculation
had 3.6% of the total energy frozen in vibration. Additionally, frozen vibrational energy
was seen to have a greater impact upon the shock stand-off distance than frozen chemical
energy. As mentioned above, for a very similar run condition, such a discrepancy was not
observed in an expansion tunnel facility. This suggests that complex CO2 system vibrational
relaxation processes, such as those occuring in the reflected shock tunnel nozzle, may not be
completely understood.
The previously discussed CUBRC experiments formed a component of a very comprehen-
sive investigation of high-enthalpy CO2 sphere-cone blunt body flow fields, incorporating
several facilities and extensive numerical modeling. In the Caltech T5 facility, a series of
shots for a 70o blunt cone were conducted, and surface heat flux measurements obtained. At
angle of attack, it was observed that super-catalytic simulations agreed best with laminar
windside data whereas the turbulent leeside was most accurately predicted by the non-
catalytic cases [7]. Similar results were also observed for LENS experiments when the model
was initially coated in SiO2 to promote a non-catalytic response [120]. In LENS I, at zero
angle of attack, for all locations away from the nose, measurements were best matched with
the aphysical super-catalytic boundary condition [4]. The authors commented that the un-
certainty in the freestream (due to dissociation) is expected to explain some, but not all,
of the discrepancies between heat transfer prediction and measurement. Laboratory experi-
ments which investigated surface reactions involving dissociated CO2 found no evidence for
the depletion of CO by surface reaction at either room temperature or 250oC [123]. Such a
result is inconsistent with the robust CO oxidation reactions required to enforce the super-
catalytic boundary condition. This provides further motivation to collect additional data
and compare heat transfer measurements with simulations incorporating catalytic boundary
conditions.
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5.3 Scope of Current Work
At the cost of reduced test time and potential loss in core flow, expansion tubes are ca-
pable of producing high-enthalpy conditions while the degree of freestream dissociation is
significantly reduced in comparison to reflected shock tunnels. In a reflected shock tunnel,
chemical and vibrational freezing can occur downstream from the nozzle throat, which as
discussed above can alter the test conditions in a complex manner. In the present work,
the HET is used to provide additional high-enthalpy CO2 data and compare with numerical
results.
The issues discussed above in Sections 5.1 and 5.2.1 provide impetus for the current study.
Due to the operating constraints of the HET, sufficiently high velocities cannot be achieved
to access radiative heating conditions. The small scale of the facility and low Reynolds num-
bers will make any MSL capsule transitional studies difficult. However, catalysis effects can
be investigated as sufficient CO mole fractions can be achieved to account for any CO oxida-
tion reactions. The fact that the HET can provide high-enthalpy CO2 flow demonstrates the
potential for the facility to be used to provide the kind of fundamental data that is required
by the CFD community to accurately predict non-equilibrium CO2 flow.
In this study, we first obtain a suitable test condition with first-order matching of the high-
enthalpy CUBRC test case. Next, spherical models of different diameters (7.9 to 63.5 mm)
are examined as a canonical flow field and measured shock stand-off distances compared with
theoretical prediction. Sphere shock layer shapes are compared with axisymmetric simula-
tions using the US3D code [124]. These comparisons are useful for additional verification of
facility operation, as well as for validation of future computational simulations and thermo-
chemical models. For the same test condition, shock shapes over a MSL model geometry at
three flight angles of attack (0, 11 and 16 degrees) are obtained and also compared with sim-
ulations. At each angle of attack, surface heat flux measurements were made using co-axial
thermocouples. The heat transfer distributions are compared with calculations assuming
non-catalytic and super-catalytic boundary conditions.
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Figure 5.2: MSL model, machined from A2 tool steel with a major diameter of 2 inches.
MSL scaled down for HET application by Andy Swantek.
5.4 Experimental Setup
Shock shapes are visualized using a schlieren system consisting of a Xenon nanopulser (10 ns
duration) white light source and pco.1660 (Cooke Coorporation) CCD camera. The system
is triggered via the transmitted shock arrival at a 1MHz response pitot pressure transducer
(PCB 113A26) sting-mounted in the test section 63.5 mm below the model centerline.
The spheres and MSL are mounted within the test section such that their axial centerlines
approximately correspond with the tube centerline. The 11 and 16 degree angle of attack
positions were achieved by mounting the MSL model on triangular spacer blocks, whose
hypotenuse was angled at the desired angle of attack from the vertical. The spheres and
MSL were made from Al 2024 and A2 tool steel respectively. With a major diameter of
50.8 mm, the MSL model used in this study is approximately 1/100th the size of the actual
vehicle. The scaled down dimensions of the MSL were designed according to those specified
in Hollis et al. [2]. As with the actual vehicle, the model has a 70 degree sphere cone forebody,
however the current model only has single conic (40 degree) aftbody whilst the actual vehicle
is biconic. The MSL model, instrumented with thermocouples, is shown in Figure 5.2.
The thermocouples used in these experiments are based on the design of Sanderson [125].
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They are coaxial, 2.4 mm in diameter, type E (Constantan-Chromel), and mount flush with
the surface of a model. The two coaxial elements are designed such that an extremely thin
junction (on the order of 1 µm) is formed at the surface. This type of thermocouple gauge is
used extensively in the T5 reflected shock tunnel [125, 126, 127], where the high enthalpy test
conditions result in adequate signal levels and the robust design of the gauges make them
highly resistant to damage caused by particulates in the test gas as well as the large heat
fluxes [125]. The output signal is processed by a differential amplifier circuit mounted exterior
to the test section. This also serves to eliminate the effects of any extraneous electromotive
forces generated by the thermocouple. The circuit gain is 1000 to maximize signal amplitude.
Individual calibration of thermocouples is not necessary, since the temperature response of
all common thermocouple types is well known. The NIST thermocouple reference tables
were used to convert from voltage to temperature [128]. For more information regarding the
development, testing and performance verification of the thermocouples, see Flaherty and
Austin [129].
5.5 Numerical Modeling
The simulations were conducted using the code US3D developed at the University of Min-
nesota [124]. US3D is a hybrid, implicit unstructured finite volume code that solves the
compressible Navier-Stokes equations. The inviscid fluxes are calculated using a low dissi-
pation version of Steger-Warming flux vextor splitting. Second order accuracy in space is
achieved using an upwind biased MUSCL approach. Implicit time integration is performed
using a parallel line relaxation procedure. The grid was adapted to align with the bow shock
wave to improve the accuracy of the solutions.
The state-specific vibrational model of Doraiswamy et al. for the CO2-CO-O2-O system
is employed[14] for thermochemical modeling. In this model, the symmetric stretch and
bending modes of CO2 are grouped together due to the Fermi resonance between the modes,
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and these modes are assumed to be in equilibrium with the translational modes. The an-
tisymmetric mode is considered separately and relaxes toward equilibrium with finite-rate
vibration-translation and vibration-vibration processes. The first few vibrational states are
considered for each species up to a limit of 8000 cm−1 above the ground state. Each vibra-
tional level is treated as a separate species, with a total of 15 state-specific levels considered
(4 levels for CO2, 5 for CO, 6 for O2). The vibrational relaxation model has been shown to
reproduce experimental measurements, and a complete description is given in Doraiswamy
et al [14].
The three chemical reactions that describe the CO2-CO-O2-O system are taken to be
CO2 + M CO + O + M (5.1)
O2 + M O + O + M (5.2)
CO2 + O CO + O2 (5.3)
Standard rate constants for these reactions are used [14].
5.6 Results and Discussion
5.6.1 Criteria for Selection of Experimental Test Conditions
A carbon dioxide test gas condition was selected to match the relevant experimental parame-
ters in CUBRC facilities as closely as possible [130, 131]. Since in general all test parameters
cannot be matched from facility to facility, identification of the dominant flow properties for
a particular measurement is important in comparative ground testing as well as in flight sim-
ulation. One aspect of the present study is to evaluate what parameters should be matched
for adequate comparative measurements of shock shape and heat transfer in different expan-
sion tube facilities. Simulations of blunt bodies in nitrogen flows by Macrossan showed that
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free stream dissociation had little effect on the bow shock at different angles of attack [132],
indicating that in nitrogen, the degree of dissociation in shock tunnel versus flight tests was
less important to match than the Mach number.
As an expansion tube can cover a range of operating conditions, a parametric study based
on steady, one-dimensional gas dynamic calculations is completed to select candidate test
conditions. The following criteria were identified as important during the run condition
selection process:
• Matching the enthalpy of the LENS I run condition
• Core flow size
• Minimizing test gas noise
• Large shock stand-off distances
• Practical HET operational considerations
5.6.1.1 CUBRC Run Condition Matching
The discrepancy between the CUBRC LENS X and LENS I results was observed for test
conditions with 5.63 MJ/kg stagnation enthalpy in CO2 [12]. For the same stagnation
enthalpy, we select the test gas velocity as the first-order matching parameter due to the
large kinetic energy contribution to the total enthalpy. Higher order matching could be
achieved by using the frozen Mach number as a selection parameter, however the LENS X
run condition frozen Mach number is 11.81, which is outside the operating regime of the
HET.
In an expansion tube, for a fixed test gas composition and burst pressure (constant p4),
test gas properties can be changed by either altering the driven fill pressure, p1, or the
acceleration section conditions (γ5, p5). Table 5.1 presents properties for four different run
conditions. In each case, the test gas velocity is within ±43 m/s of the CUBRC test gas
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Interface p1 p5 u7 hstag,7 M7 T7 ρ7 ut Test Time
(kPa) (mTorr) (m/s) (MJ/kg) (K) (kg/m3) (m/s) (µs)
CO2-CO2 (RC2) 1.2 150 2998 5.51 5.52 1212 0.016 3454 293
CO2-Air (RC5) 1.2 180 3059 5.66 5.72 1172 0.014 3698 274
CO2-Hel (RC8) 1.2 1050 3066 5.68 5.75 1168 0.014 4328 272
CO2-Arg (RC11) 1.2 135 3014 5.55 5.57 1201 0.016 4045 288
Table 5.1: Properties for candidate HET run conditions. Initial fill conditions differ by the
choice of acceleration gas.
velocity. Transmitted shock velocity is typically accurate to within ±43 m/s in the HET
and it is expected that similar error bars will exist for test gas velocity measurements [133].
In the first column, the run conditions were generated by varying the acceleration section
gas; here argon, helium, air and carbon dioxide are used. The run conditions are described
in terms of the driven-accelerator gas combination. The driven section pressure, p1, is kept
constant in each case and p5 chosen so as to match the test gas velocity requirement. In
each case the driver gas is helium and p4 kept constant at roughly 2.5 MPa.
5.6.1.2 Core Flow Prediction
Knowledge of the core flow size prior to experimentation is very important for an a priori
estimate of expected model dimensions. For the current study, as large a capsule frontal
diameter as possible is desired as it permits the maximum number of thermocouple port
locations. Boundary layer thickness at the tube exit is predicted via the theory of Mirels as
outlined in Chapter 3. This is the boundary layer that forms between the transmitted shock
and the secondary contact surface and limits the core flow diameter. Figure 5.3 plots the
boundary layer growth along the acceleration section from the secondary diaphragm station
to the tube exit (3.96 m), for both laminar and turbulent cases. Table 5.2 is the comparison
of the different predicted core flow diameters, depending on laminar or turbulent boundary
layers, for the four different conditions. Values in brackets indicate the reduction in core flow
diameter assuming a 6 inch. core flow at time of secondary diaphragm rupture (x=0 m).
RC2 and RC5 have both the lowest core flow loss and lowest difference between turbulent
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Figure 5.3: Comparison of boundary layer growth for the four candidate run conditions.
Solid lines denote laminar boundary layers, dashed lines denote turbulent boundary layers.
Run Condition φlaminar (in.) φturbulent (in.)
RC2 4.65 (23) 4.46 (26)
RC5 4.16 (31) 3.93 (35)
RC8 3.90 (35) 2.54 (58)
RC11 3.37 (44) 2.27 (62)
Table 5.2: Laminar and turbulent core flow diameter values for the four candidate run
conditions. Percentage decrease of the core flow diameter is given in brackets.
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and laminar predictions which indicates that even in the worst case scenario (turbulent)
boundary layer these two conditions are the best.
5.6.1.3 Test Gas Noise Minimization
Significant test flow disturbances were found to exist in the first expansion tubes [134, 135].
Paull and Stalker presented a theoretical basis for high frequency fluctuations within an ex-
pansion tube test gas slug, which they confirmed via experimental measurements [26]. They
showed that acoustic lateral waves emanating from the driver-test gas interface (primary
contact surface) were “focused” into the test gas and were responsible for the high-frequency
fluctuations. These fluctuations were shown to be minimized by decreasing the primary
contact surface interface sound speed ratio, c3
c2
. Experiments within the HET have also con-
firmed that minimizing this ratio improves test gas arrival confidence and reduces the level
of pitot pressure perturbation about the mean [25, 35]. An analytical relationship for the
primary contact surface sound speed ratio is [25, 33]
c3
c2
=
(
p4
p1
) 1−2γ4
2γ4
(
c4
c1
)
√
2
M2s
+γ1−1
γ1+1
[
1 + 2γ1(M
2
s−1)
γ1+1
] 1
2γ4
(5.4)
where the subscripts refer to the states shown in Figure 2.1 and Ms is the incident shock
Mach number. In Dufrene et al [25], it was established that the maximum acceptable value
of c3
c2
was 0.55, whereby the fluctuations were at most ±50% of the mean value. With a fixed
burst pressure (constant p4) as in the case of HET operation, lower p1 values correspond to
lower c3
c2
values. In Table 5.1, each run condition was deliberately selected with the same p1
value so that the frequency focusing effect is the same in each case.
As discussed in Section 3.2.2, test gas noise levels were seen to correlate with the total
characteristic acoustic impedance across the secondary diaphragm. It was seen that the RC8
test gas displayed significantly larger fluctuations than the other 3 conditions. Ordered from
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high to low levels of noise, the candidate conditions were RC8, RC5, RC2 and RC11.
5.6.1.4 Shock Stand-off Distance Prediction
Estimates of the shock stand-off distance were made for candidate test conditions using the
theory of Wen and Hornung [118]. For non-equilibrium flows, Lick applied inverse methods
to calculate shock shape in front of a sphere [136] and his work was extended by Hall et
al. [137]. Using the ideal dissociating gas model (diatomic gas), Hornung investigated non-
equilibrium flow over spheres and cylinders [138]. Extending Hornung’s original work to
more complex gases, Wen and Hornung carried out a joint theoretical and experimental
study of non-equilibrium dissociating flow over spheres and developed a model for the stand-
off distance in terms of a modified dimensionless reaction rate parameter [118]. Inger et al.
presented a hypersonic shock stand-off theory, incorporating non-equilibrium gas mixtures
with freestream dissociation, based upon a compressibility co-ordinate transformation [139].
A theoretical model for the non-equilibrium shock stand-off distance was also introduced
by Belouggadia et al [140], following an analytical solution proposed by Olivier [141]. The
Olivier solution was confined to frozen and equilibrium flows, while the numerical model of
Belouggadia et al. implemented calculated density profiles. At the post-shock to equilibrium
density ratios in the present experiments, we find there is very little difference between
density profiles calculated by the Wen and Hornung and Belouggadia et al. methods. As
a result, the theory of Wen and Hornung is used in this study. Their theory is now briefly
reviewed.
In their inviscid analysis, Wen and Hornung assumed a simplified density profile along
the shock stagnation-line. From the frozen value, ρs, the density rises linearly towards the
stagnation point of the sphere until, if at all, the equilibrium value is reached after which the
density will stay constant with the density at the body, ρb, equal to the equilibrium density,
ρe. The linear gradient is determined by the dissociation rate directly downstream of the
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shock. They defined a non-dimensional shock stand-off distance, ∆˜, as:
∆˜ =
ρs
ρ∞
∆
d
(5.5)
where ρ∞ is the freestream density, ∆ is the shock stand-off distance and d is the sphere
diameter. The theory admits the calculation of ∆˜ in terms of a dimensionless reaction rate
parameter, Ω˜. Ω˜ has the physical significance of being the ratio of the energy absorption by
chemistry to the input rate of freestream kinetic energy. Physically, a zero Ω˜ corresponds to
frozen conditions (no dissociation) and an infinite value corresponds to very fast reactions and
equilibrium. In between these two limits, two conditions exist: a fully non-equilibrium shock
layer, with ρb<ρe, and a shock layer with both non-equilibrium and equilibrium portions, such
that ρe=ρb. Wen and Hornung derived the following relationships for a fully non-equilibrium
shock layer and a partial non-equilibrium, partial equilibrium shock layer respectively
∆˜ =
1
Ω˜
[
−1 +
√
1 + 2LΩ˜
]
(5.6)
∆˜ =
ρs
ρe
[
L+
1
2Ω˜
(
ρe
ρs
− 1
)2]
(5.7)
For spheres, L is taken to be equal to 0.41 [118]. We see that in the former case, the stand-off
distance is only a function Ω˜ while for the latter case it is a function of both Ω˜ and ρe
ρs
. Wen
and Hornung also presented explicit expressions for a transition point (Ω˜0,∆˜0) at which the
density will equal the equilibrium density. These are
Ω˜0 =
(ρe/ρs)
2 − 1
2L
(5.8)
∆˜0 =
2L
1 + (ρe/ρs)
(5.9)
It is well-known that the shock stand-off distance is most dependent upon the density ratio
across the shock wave, ρs
ρ∞ [118, 138]. From shock-jump relations, this ratio can expressed
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solely in terms of the specific heat capacity ratio, γ, and the incident Mach number. From
Table 5.1, the Mach numbers are very similar and hence the variation in shock stand-off
distance will be very small. Therefore, it is expected that no effective experimental benefit
in terms of the shock stand-off distance is achieved by selecting one condition over another.
For a 2 inch sphere with a frozen shock layer (Ω˜=0), the shock stand-off distance across the
four candidate run conditions varies by only 0.3 mm, which offers no experimental advantage.
5.6.1.5 Practical Considerations
The primary practicality concern for run condition selection is to reduce the shot time, of
which the acceleration section evacuation process occupies a major portion. The pump-
down time is reduced if the acceleration gas is air as it eliminates the need to pump-down
the accelerator to below 200mTorr before filling with the desired gas and then evacuating
down to the final p5. For high Mach number non-air accelerator gas run conditions, where
p5 is typically below 300 mTorr, this adds at least 25 minutes to the shot time.
5.6.2 RC5 Run Condition
Based on the discussions of Sections 5.6.1.1-5.6.1.5, the RC5 run condition was selected.
The choice was primarily dictated by practical considerations such as the pump-down time,
test gas noise levels and the size of the core flow. While RC2 offered larger core flow sizes
and lower test gas levels than RC5, these differences were not considered large enough to
offset the cost of longer run times associated with the CO2 acceleration gas. Comparison
between perfect-gas prediction and experimental measurement is shown in Table 5.3. All the
experimental values are averaged values across a number of realizations. The pitot pressure
measurements were obtained 6.35 mm below the tube centerline. Static pressure values were
obtained at two stations, 30.48 cm and 55.88 cm, upstream from the tube exit.
There is a discrepancy between the experimental and theoretical pitot pressure value.
The theoretical test gas pitot pressure is determined from the Rayleigh pitot equation. The
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M7 ho,7 Test Time P7,pitot P7 ut u7 us φ
(MJ/kg) (µs) (kPa) (kPa) (m/s) (m/s) (m/s) (mm)
Exp. – – 150 82.0±4.0 2.7±0.3 3644±41 – 1832±38 114.3
Theo. 5.7 5.67 274 128.3 3.2 3710 3059 1853 105.4
Table 5.3: Selected test condition (RC5) parameters. Theoretical calculations assuming
one-dimensional, perfect gas dynamics. Comparison with experimental measurements.
equilibrium pitot pressure, using CEA, is calculated to be 119 kPa - clearly not a sufficient
reduction to match the experimental value. Despite the pitot pressure discrepancy, it is felt
that the run condition is accurately achieved based upon the close agreement with simulation
as discussed in the next section.
The transmitted shock speed was also measured in the test section using the shock time-
of-arrival at staggered pitot probes. This approach has been used in the past to characterize
a test condition and in that instance, it was found that the measurement agreed with compu-
tational results [90]. Experimental pitot surveys of the core flow at this test condition were
carried out to determine that the maximum model diameter that can be chosen is about
65 mm.
The ∆˜-Ω˜ curve for RC5 was generated, Figure 5.4. Here the y-axis is slightly re-cast as
another non-dimensional shock stand-off distance, ∆
d
. The equilibrium density was calcu-
lated with the specified inflow conditions identified in Table 4.1 and using CEA [117]. The
transition co-ordinate was calculated to be (3.72,0.0417). Wen and Hornung theoretically
predicted and experimentally demonstrated that as the sphere diameter is increased, the
stagnation line shock layer will transition from completely non-equilibrium conditions (to
the left of the dashed vertical line in Figure 5.4) to a profile with an increasingly equilib-
rium portion. The next section explores different spherical diameter shock layers and their
comparison with axisymmetric CFD simulations.
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Figure 5.4: Non-dimensional shock stand-off distance as a function of the dimensionless
reaction rate parameter, Ω˜, for the RC5 run condition. The point where ρb=ρe, separating a
fully non-equilibrium shock layer from a partial equilibrium/partial non-equilibrium region,
is indicated by the dashed vertical line.
5.6.3 Sphere shock shapes
We initially examine spherical models in benchmark tests for which results can be compared
with theoretical predictions and numerical simulations. This flowfield provides additional
verification of facility operation via numerical simulations and thermochemical calculations
with a relatively simple geometry. Shock stand-off distances over a sphere have been pre-
viously investigated in non-equilibrium air and nitrogen flows [138, 142]. As discussed in
Section 5.2, Wen and Hornung measured shock stand-off distances over spheres in a high-
enthalpy carbon dioxide flow field [118]. Outstanding issues in a carbon dioxide flowfield still
remain, including the role of thermochemical energy storage and transfer and the possibility
of facility-specific data. Therefore, the measurement of shock stand-off distances for similar
enthalpy conditions in another hypervelocity facility provide data to complement existing
results.
Selected schlieren images for spheres of diameters from 25.4 to 63.5 mm are shown in Fig-
ure 5.5 a)-d) and compared with numerical simulations. Numerical simulations were carried
out at the free stream conditions predicted by ideal gas theory, Table 5.3. The measured
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a) b) c) d)
Figure 5.5: Comparisons of experimental schlieren images and simulations of bow shock
shapes over spheres of diameter a) 25.4 mm, b) 37.5 mm, c) 50.8 mm, and d) 63.5 mm.
and predicted shock stand-off distances for each sphere diameter are in very good agreement
and within at maximum 10% of each other, Table 5.4. The experimental uncertainty on the
stand-off distance measurement is estimated to be 1 pixel, or approximately 0.05 mm.
Normalized vibrational temperature contours are shown in Fig 5.6 a)-d). For all the
spherical geometries, the simulated temperature contours predict that the majority of the
stagnation line shock layer is in thermal equilibrium and only a small non-equilibrium region
exists near the bow shock.
Stagnation line density profiles for the four spheres were calculated, Figure 5.7, and
plotted against y
∆
, where y is the distance from the shock. The equilibrium limit, calculated
from a CEA calculation, is also included. Wen and Hornung presented inviscid compu-
tations, while these computations are fully viscous and capable of resolving the boundary
layer as evidenced by the steep rise in density close to the body. Profiles of Tv
T
, the ratio
of vibration-to-translation temperatures, are also presented in Figure 5.8. Here we see that
for all sizes, the major portion of the shock layer is in thermodynamic equilibrium. For all
spheres, equilibrium is reached shortly downstream of the shock by y
∆
=0.09. We see that
increasing the sphere diameter increases the equilibrium extent within the shock layer. Fig-
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a) b)
c) d)
Figure 5.6: Vibrational temperature contours from US3D simulations for sphere diameters
of a) 25.4 mm, b) 37.5 mm, c) 50.8 mm, and d) 63.5 mm.
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ure 5.9 is the shock layer temperature profile for the 1.5 inch sphere. Mass fraction profiles
for CO, O and O2 and also for CO2 are shown in Figures 5.10 and 5.11 respectively for
the 1.5 inch sphere. From these figures we can see that thermodynamic equilibrium exists
(Figure 5.8), but not chemical equilibrium as the species concentrations are changing. The
chemical non-equilibrium is what accounts for the rising density profile above the equilibrium
value as dissociation is a contributing factor to the change in density. This is also reflected
in the dimensional temperature profile, Figure 5.9, where the temperature decreases sharply
within the non-equilibrium region and continues to decay throughout the shock layer. This
occurs as the dissociation of CO2 increases the chemical energy of the system, which comes
at the expense of thermal energy and the subsequent decrease in temperature takes place.
From Figure 5.10, the minor species concentrations increase throughout the shock layer as
CO2 dissociates. The depletion of CO and O and the increase in CO2 close to the body
is indicative of CO2 recombination within the boundary layer. Recombination within the
boundary layer suggests an equilibrium boundary layer [143] and will increase the thermal
energy of the flow as chemical energy is released. However, the driving force for the temper-
ature profile within the boundary layer will be the boundary condition of a cold wall.
Figure 5.12 is the ∆˜-Ω˜ curve for RC5 (re-produced here from Figure 5.4) compared
against the experimental result. The predicted values of ∆ for the four spheres from the
theory of Wen and Hornung, based upon the calculated Ω˜ values, are presented in Table 5.4.
It is clear from both the table and figure that the theoretical prediction does not represent
the experimental result. In the table, percentage difference between theory and experiment
is included in parentheses. The differences are quite large, but more concerning is that the
values do not even match the characteristic shape of the ∆˜-Ω˜ curve. For their theory to be
applicable, Wen and Hornung require that the binary scaling, ρd, be sufficiently large (where
d is the sphere diameter). Wen establishes a “rule of thumb” for binary scaling, however this
is valid only for a diatomic gas [144]. In their work, the sphere diameters ranged from 2 to 6
inches and the freestream densities were considerably higher, resulting in ρd values that are
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Figure 5.7: Stagnation line density profile from US3D numerical computations for the 4
different sphere diameters considered in this study: 1, 1.5, 2 and 2.5 inches. Profiles are
calculated for freestream conditions predicted by inviscid, perfect-gas HET operation.
Figure 5.8: Stagnation line temperature profiles from US3D numerical computations for
the 4 different sphere diameters considered in this study: 1,1.5,2 and 2.5 inches. Normalized
temperature is presented as the ratio of vibrational temperature to translational temperature.
Note that only a small section of the shock layer is plotted as thermal equilibrium is reached
very quickly.
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Figure 5.9: Stagnation line temperature profile from US3D numerical computation for the
1.5 inch sphere.
Figure 5.10: Mass fraction profiles for CO, O and O2 from US3D numerical computations
for the 1.5 inch sphere.
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Figure 5.11: CO2 mass fraction profile from US3D numerical computation for the 1.5 inch
sphere.
Figure 5.12: Comparison of normalized experimental stand-off distance (black crosses) with
theoretical prediction (solid black line). The predicted transition from non-equilibrium to
equilibrium is shown as the dashed line.
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Sphere diameter (mm) ∆exp (mm) ∆num (mm) ∆theory (mm) ∆theory (mm)
US3D Wen and Hornung [118] Inger et al. [139]
63.5 2.29 2.45 (7.0) 2.76 (20.5) 2.77 (21.0)
50.8 1.89 1.98 (4.8) 2.97 (57.1) 2.43 (28.6)
38.1 1.44 1.53 (6.3) 2.28 (58.3) 1.65 (14.6)
25.4 1.13 1.06 (-6.2) 1.49 (31.9) 1.16 (2.7)
Table 5.4: Comparison between the experimental shock stand-off distance, the numerical
result from US3D and the two theoretical solutions.
an order of magnitude larger than the RC5 value. For example, for a comparable stagnation
enthalpy and Mach number run condition, the maximum T5 ρd value is 6.87×10−3 while the
maximum HET value is 9.14×10−4. The results from the T5 facility saw good to very good
agreement between the binary-scaling based theory and experimental measurement for stag-
nation enthalpies ranging from 4.11 to 10.76 MJ/Kg in CO2 [118, 144]. It therefore appears
that the binary scaling values of this study are too small for the experimental conditions to
be applicable to Wen and Hornung’s theory.
As the theory of Wen and Hornung did not appear to be valid for the current study, shock
stand-off distances based upon the theory of Inger et al. [139] were also calculated. The
theory implements a compressibility coordinate transformation. It is an inviscid approxima-
tion. Within their paper, Inger et al. obtained good agreement with the experimental data
of Wen and Hornung [118]. The calculated results are also shown in Table 5.4. Percentage
difference between experiment and theory are shown in parentheses. Unlike the theory of
Wen and Hornung, the coordinate transformation approach has captured the trend observed
in the experimental data of an increasing shock stand-off distance with increasing sphere di-
ameter. The theory over-predicts both the experimental measurement and numerical result,
with an experimental over-prediction of up to 27%. Based upon these results, it appears
that the compressibility coordinate transformation approach is capable of providing a reason-
able approximation of shock stand-off distances in non-equilibrium gas flows for low-density,
small-scale conditions that otherwise appear not to be applicable for the theory of Wen and
Hornung. For details on the application of these two theories please see Appendix A.4.
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5.6.4 Shock Shapes at Angle of Attack
Experimental images and numerical simulations of the bow shock shape over the MSL ge-
ometry at three angles of attack are shown in Figure 5.13. Images show increasing shock
stand-off distance with increasing angle of attack. In the non-zero angle of attack images, in
particular for the 16 degree case, the shock appears to be spherically shaped on the windward
side and more conically shaped over the leeward side. Similar results were also observed by
Stewart and Chen [8]. For the 16 degree case, Figure 5.13 c), the maximum bow shock
gradient with respect to the horizontal (freestream) has shifted towards the windward side.
As measured from experiment, the vertical shift of this location is 8.5 mm. To quantify the
comparison between the predictions and experiments, an edge detection algorithm was used
to extract the shock shape. For the 11 degree case, the average horizontal displacement at
each given vertical location between numerical and experimental result is calculated to be
1.64 pixels. With a minimum resolution of 1 pixel, restricting the accuracy to approximately
0.06 mm, this agreement is excellent, as seen in Figure 5.14 which shows the comparison
between the two bow shock fronts. A similar degree of agreement was also seen for the 16
degree case.
We compare the measured shock shape at zero angle of attack with the experimental and
computational results from previous studies, Figure 5.15. The stand-off distance is a strong
function of the density ratio across the shock. Despite the difference between the LENS X
and HET frozen Mach numbers, the density ratios differ by about 15% and as such, to first-
order it is appropriate to scale the images by the model diameter. Therefore, to first-order
we see very good agreement between our result and that observed in the LENS X expansion
tunnel [1]. Calculated shapes at the conditions of the LENS X experiments are also in good
agreement with the present measurements.
As previously discussed, images revealed that the experimental shock stand-off distance
in the LENS I facility was approximately 2.25 times larger than predicted by simulation.
The large anomalous shock stand-off distances have raised the question as to whether shock
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a) b) c)
Figure 5.13: Schlieren images, of bow shock shapes over the MSL geometry at angles of
atack of a) 0, b) 11 and c) 16 degrees. For the 11 and 16 degree cases, the simulation results
have been overlayed onto the experimental image.
Figure 5.14: Comparison between experimental (solid line) and numerical (dashed line) bow
shock front shapes over the MSL for run condition RC5. Angle of attack is 11 degrees. In
the figure, 1 pixel is approximately equal to 0.06 mm.
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a) b)
Figure 5.15: Comparison of the present data with a) CUBRC LENS X data [1] and b) DPLR
simulations for the MSL model at zero angle of attack [1]. Good agreement is observed with
simulations, and for both expansion tunnel experiments.
tunnels are valid for evaluating non-equilibrium phenomena in CO2 [120]. The data collected
in this work, for which most of the freestream energy is in kinetic (as opposed to internal)
form, aims to contribute to the experimental database towards answering this question.
5.6.5 Laminar Heat Flux and Catalytic Heating
Extensive work has been completed using heat transfer measurements for CO2 aerothermo-
dynamic studies. For a configuration with a similar corner-nose radius ratio as the MSL,
Stewart and Chen reported a 13.76% difference between experiment and simulation [8]. For
the Pathfinder geometry (70-degree sphere cone), Hollis and Perkins measured heat transfer
on Macor models using palladium thin-film gauges [6]. Computed forebody heating rates
agreed well with measurements except those readings near the stagnation point [11]. They
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attributed this difference to the computational grid and uncertainties in the physical models.
For a variety of run conditions, Hollis et al. found that windside heating augmentation was
not correlated with Re despite such a correlation being identified in perfect-gas air flows for
the same configurations [2]. Thermocouple data was obtained for a variety of run conditions
in the T5 facility [7]. In a LENS I study, thermocouple data was collected on a MSL model
at 11-degree angle of attack [3]. Based upon these results, and at the same conditions,
further studies were commissioned and heat transfer data collected using thermocouples,
thin-film gages and calorimeters [4]. A large volume of aeroheating data also exists that
was obtained in different wind tunnel facilities including the NASA Langley 20-inch Mach
6 wind tunnel [2, 9, 145, 146], the NASA Langley 31-inch Mach 10 wind tunnel [5] and T9
at AEDC [147] (Arnold Engineering Development Center). Wind tunnel data was preferred
for capsule selection studies due to the repeatability of operating conditions and well defined
thermodynamic conditions (perfect gas). However, this entire dataset cannot speak to any
thermochemical influences and is mentioned here for completeness.
Extensive investigations into the influence of wall catalysis boundary conditions upon sur-
face heating in high-enthalpy carbon dioxide flow fields have been completed in the LENS
facilities [2, 4]. MacLean and Holden compared heat transfer results with different catalytic
boundary conditions. Discrepancies between the experimental surface heat transfer results
and computation in the reflected shock tunnel facilities for three different high-enthalpy CO2
run conditions (h0=5.63, 5.99 and 8.65 MJ/kg) [4] were observed. At the low-enthalpy condi-
tion (h0=1.89 MJ/kg), the overall agreement was very good. MacLean and Holden conclude
that freestream uncertainty, and hence vibrational relaxation processes within the nozzle, is
a contributing factor to, although not a full explanation of, these differences. Results from
the CUBRC studies found that the experimental heating rates fell between non-catalytic and
super-catalytic boundary conditions, which suggested that finite-rate catalysis existed at all
points on the surface [4]. In the T5 facility, super-catalytic predictions best matched the
laminar windside data while the turbulent leeside data best matched a non-catalytic wall [7].
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In all of the above cases, heat transfer prediction issues occurred despite very good pressure
distribution agreement.
As previously discussed in Section 5.4, heat flux in this study is measured using in-house
constructed type E thermocouples based upon designs used at Caltech. Gage uncertainty is
±8% based upon the calculations of Davis [126]. We first measure the stagnation point heat
flux measurements on a 25.4 mm diameter stainless steel sphere. From three repeat exper-
iments, the average heat flux across the test time is found to be 6.73±0.55 MW/m2. The
semi-empirical prediction of Sutton and Graves [148], which is an extension of the theory of
Fay Riddell [143], and US3D numerical results were used for comparison. The theory of Fay
and Riddell assumes an equilibrium boundary layer, which is reasonable given the extent of
the equilibrium region in the shock layer predicted in Figure 5.6a). The prediction of Sutton
and Graves is 6.85 MW/m2, which agrees well within the experimental uncertainty of the
gages. The upper and lower bounds of the US3D prediction, corresponding to super-catalytic
and non-catalytic simulations respectively, were 7.34 MW/m2 and 6.93 MW/m2, placing the
experimental result closer to a non-catalytic wall.
Since the MSL model was constructed of tool steel, two cylindrical models, one of 316
stainless steel and one of A2 tool steel were next tested. Both cylinders were instrumented
with a gauge mounted on the vertical axis of symmetry at a 45 degree angle. Figure 5.16
shows the comparison between two gauges in terms of the detected temperature rise. The
temporal offset occurs only due to shot-to-shot variation in triggering. For heat transfer
calculation, it is the gradient of the temperature history that is important and, as shown in
Figure 5.16, the gradients appear to be very similar. At the 45 degree location, the average
heat flux measured in repeat experiments was 2.55 MW/m2 and 2.53 MW/m2 on the tool
and stainless steel models respectively. It is concluded that the heat flux measurements are
not influenced by model material for these two steels.
A sample heat flux measurement obtained at the MSL nose for a 0 degree angle of attack
is shown in Figure 5.17. At the beginning of the test time, it was observed that the instan-
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Figure 5.16: Change in temperature time history traces detected by two different thermo-
couples on A2 and 316 stainless steel cylinder models.
taneous heat flux exhibited transient behavior, displaying primary and secondary peaks as
seen in Figure 5.17. The primary large peak is always observed while the secondary smaller
peak is not always present. It is postulated that the steep increase in heat flux is a perturbed
response of the gage arising from the sharp temperature difference across the secondary in-
terface, separating the relatively hot accelerator gas from the relatively cold test gas. From
perfect gas predictions, this temperature difference is estimated to be approximately 5700 K.
Pitot pressure traces indicate that the width of the secondary interface is approximately 5 µs,
which is on the same order as the width of the primary peak in Figure 5.17. To examine
the effect of the transient behavior, the average heat flux is calculated for different sam-
pling windows, Figure 5.17. In each calculation, the end of the test time is fixed (in this
case at 13.06 ms) and the sampling window changed by changing the start of the test time,
tstart. For example, in the figure, as tstart increases along the abscissa, the sampling window
decreases. As the sampling window includes less and less of the peaks, the instantaneous
and average traces converge. Furthermore, as expected based upon the large magnitude of
the primary peak, the gradient of the average heat flux is much more pronounced when the
primary peak is included in the calculation. Therefore, the incipient heat flux behavior is
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Figure 5.17: Comparison of instantaneous heat flux and the calculated heat flux during the
test time.
attributed to gage acclimatization to the large temperature difference across the secondary
interface and as such is not included in the average heat flux calculation. The start of the
test time is taken to be the time at which the instantaneous heat flux falls within 15% of
the average value. For example, in this case the start of the test time for the average heat
flux calculation is taken to be 12.97 ms, corresponding to a 90 µs test time.
The MSL model was instrumented with 11 thermocouples along the line of symmetry,
with 5 on each side of the nose location. Repeat experiments were conducted for each of the
three angle of attack conditions. The heat transfer distributions at the three angle of attacks
are shown in Figures 5.18-5.20. Measurements were taken at selected locations, correspond-
ing to the nose tip and ± 4.3, 8.6 and 17 mm offset from the nose tip. The results from these
distributions capture the general trends observed in previous MSL studies in a high-enthalpy
shock tunnel. [2]. The nose heat transfer decreases with increasing angle of attack, which is
indicative of the stagnation point shifting to the windward side as observed in Figures 5.13
a)-c). At 16 degrees, the average measured heat flux is 5.11 MW/m2, which is approximately
a 14% reduction compared to the 0 degree configuration. On the windward side, the heat
fluxes appear to be invariant with angle of attack for the angles considered. Additionally, the
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asymmetric nature of the curve has been captured at the 11 and 16 degree cases, whereby
the leeward side measurements (at the same radial location magnitude) are lower than those
on the windward side. For the current experiments, no transition is expected or observed
given the Reynolds number and the scale of the model.
In each case, for Figures 5.18-5.20, the experimental measurement is compared to non-
catalytic and super-catalytic surface boundary condition simulations. In general, accounting
for the experimental uncertainty, the data falls within the bounds of the two solutions. Due
to the lower degree of freestream dissociation in the HET compared to LENS I for the same
stagnation enthalpy, the relative difference between the non-catalytic and super-catalytic
solutions is not as large. Unfortunately, this smaller difference and the experimental un-
certainty of the gages means that it is not possible to conclude which boundary condition
provides the best agreement.
At all three angles of attack, experimentally measured heat fluxes at the outermost extent
of the model are above the super-catalytic solution. Such a result appears to be anomalous
as the super-catalytic solution enforces full surface recombination, irregardless of the local
species mole fractions, and therefore represents an aphysical upper bound on the heat flux.
Hollis et al. observed windside heating augmentation, which was not found to correlate with
Reynolds Number, in the LENS I facility [2]. In this study, however, both windside and
leeside elevated heating levels are observed. At this stage, the reason for this observation is
unknown.
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Figure 5.18: Heat flux measurements at selected locations along the centerline of the MSL
geometry for 0 degree angle of attack. Numerical simulations for both non-catalytic and
super-catalytic conditions are shown.
Figure 5.19: Heat flux measurements at selected locations along the centerline of the MSL
geometry for 11 degree angle of attack. Numerical simulations for both non-catalytic and
super-catalytic conditions are shown.
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Figure 5.20: Heat flux measurements at selected locations along the centerline of the MSL
geometry for 16 degree angle of attack. Numerical simulations for both non-catalytic and
super-catalytic conditions are shown.
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSIONS
6.1 Summary of Completed Work
The overall goal of this work has been to investigate the coupling between fluid mechanics
and thermochemistry in hypervelocity flow by concentrating upon post-shock flowfields in air
and carbon dioxide. Two canonical flow fields were selected - a stationary normal shock (air)
and a bow shock (carbon dioxide) over bluff bodies. Experiments have been conducted in the
Hypervelocity Expansion Tube (HET) at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign.
In the first part of this work, results were presented towards more rigorously characterizing
test gas properties than what was previously capable. A parameter, the total characteristic
acoustic impedance across the secondary diaphragm, was experimentally identified as corre-
lating test gas noise levels. Theoretical analysis indicated the importance of this quantity
in pitot pressure fluctuation and resulted in an improved non-dimensional correlation. Es-
tablished theoretical models have also been applied to the HET for core flow calculations
based upon either laminar or turbulent boundary layer development within the acceleration
section.
In the high-enthalpy air study, emission spectroscopy was used to measure nitric oxide
and hydroxyl radical vibrational temperatures behind a strong normal shock. The station-
ary normal shock is created via a Mach reflection using an opposing wedge model in a high
enthalpy Mach 7.42 air freestream in an expansion tube facility. The inflow conditions for
the normal shock have been experimentally defined by pressure, velocity and shock angle
measurements. Experimental spectral data from the NO and OH A-X band sequences were
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collected at selected locations, 1 mm apart, behind the Mach stem. OH temperature fits
were conducted using simulated spectra generated by LIFBASE, whereas the NO fits re-
quired higher vibrational and rotational levels and the use of an in-house spectral simulation
algorithm. A state-resolved thermochemical model was used to calculate the NO A-state
temperature profile up to 5 mm downstream of the Mach stem. Very good agreement is
obtained between NO vibrational measurements and computations. As has been reported
for previous studies of flight data, the temperatures calculated from OH emission differ sig-
nificantly from those of other species in these non-equilibrium flows. These results extend
previous studies applying emission spectroscopy for test gas identification in impulse facili-
ties and demonstrate the measurement of species vibrational temperatures in an expansion
tube.
Experiments were conducted in an expansion tube facility to visualize bow shock shapes
and measure heat flux over blunt bodies in a hypervelocity carbon dioxide flow. The blunt
bodies of interest are spheres of varying diameters and a scaled version of the Mars Science
Laboratory aeroshell. This study was motivated by previous experiments at the CUBRC
hypervelocity facilities which found that substantially different shock stand-off distances
were measured in different impulse facilities. One contributing factor is that the free stream
carbon dioxide thermochemistry depends on the means by which the flow is accelerated to
high velocities. To address this question and provide complementary results to those from
CUBRC, experiments were carried out in the Hypervelocity Expansion Tube. Experimental
shock layer shapes for different geometries, including spheres and the MSL forebody, are
compared with simulations using the University of Minnesota solver, US3D, which incorpo-
rates detailed CO2 thermochemical modeling.
A test condition, labeled RC5, was selected by using first-order matching with the test gas
velocity to match the stagnation enthalpy of a CUBRC test condition. Spheres with vary-
ing diameters were chosen as benchmark models for which shock stand-off distances could
be compared with existing data and theory. Excellent agreement was obtained between
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simulation and experiment for different diameters. Sphere stagnation point heat transfer
measurements were in good agreement with semi-empirical fits and non-catalytic numerical
results.
The scaled MSL model was next tested in this flow field. Shock shapes were visualized and
heat transfer measurements were made at three different angles of attack: 0, 11, and 16 de-
grees. Excellent agreement was obtained between measured shock shapes and both CUBRC
LENS X results and numerical simulations, implying that the stagnation enthalpy and ve-
locity are reasonable first-order matching parameters for these measurements in different
expansion tube facilities. The results confirm facility-independence for the same type of flow
acceleration. The heat transfer data follow the general trends observed in previous experi-
ments. Peak-heating shifted to the windward side with non-zero angle of attack. Windward
side heat transfer values appear quite insensitive to angle of attack, while the leeward side
values decrease appreciably with increasing angle of attack. In general, accounting for the
experimental uncertainty, the data falls within the bounds of the two non-catalytic (lower)
and super-catalytic (upper) numerical solutions.
6.2 Future Work
6.2.1 High Enthalpy CO2 Aerothermodynamics
The above results indicate the promise of the HET for future high-enthalpy CO2 studies.
With considerably reduced freestream dissociation, the expansion tube is an alternative high-
enthalpy ground-test facility which offers certain advantages over reflected shock tunnels.
The CO2 aerothermodynamics literature has identified key areas of required improvement,
some which can be addressed by an expansion tube such as the HET. Hollis et al. commented
that due to the sizes of the MSL models, no fully-laminar baseline data exists [2]. Due to
the smaller model sizes and lower Reynolds Numbers, these fully laminar conditions can be
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obtained in the HET. The RC5 core flow size is approximately twice the size of the current
model (Table 5.3). Larger blunt body geometries could be tested and a larger version of
the MSL forebody aeroshell explored for possible transition. More importantly, this permits
much larger spherical diameters and shock stand-off distances - leading to the potential of
measurement within the shock layer itself using spectroscopic or scattering based techniques.
In this work, the computational simulations indicated that the effect of catalysis is not so
pronounced within the HET and experimental comparison revealed that no clear agreement
with either non-catalytic or super-catalytic solutions could be achieved. Towards resolving
this specific issue, and high-enthalpy CO2 catalysis effects in general, heat transfer measure-
ments could be obtained on models made from a non-catalytic material such as MACOR R©.
Models could also be instrumented with thin-film gauges, already with demonstrated appli-
cation within the HET [129], which have the advantage of higher signal-to-noise ratios than
the co-axial thermocouples. Recent improvements in pressure sensitive paint response times
permit application to hypersonic flows, for which model surface pressure distributions can
be compared with numerical results.
Identifying a set of HET run conditions, across which vibrational relaxation model sensi-
tivity is seen, would be very useful for model validation. A candidate parameter to evaluate
this sensitivity is the binary scaling, ρd. Figure 6.1 shows practical operating ranges of the
HET for the binary scaling, ρd, plotted against the test gas stagnation enthalpy.
6.2.2 Spectroscopic Diagnostic Capabilities
From a purely gas property measurement perspective, the successful demonstration of emis-
sion spectroscopic techniques within the HET indicates that fluorescence spectroscopy should
be pursued. With point-like measurement characteristics (as opposed to absorption spec-
troscopy averaged line-of-sight measurements), the technique has the advantage of resolving
future flow fields in the HET that are expected to be physically small. Examples include
very small shear layers, due to hypersonic fluid mechanics, and very thin boundary layers
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Figure 6.1: Binary scaling parameter vs. CO2 test gas stagnation enthalpy for a 2 inch
diameter.
due to restrictions on the model size. Furthermore, fluorescence spectroscopy is not confined
to measuring naturally “hot” flow fields, such as post-shock relaxation regions, but can be
applied to boundary layers and separation zones where sufficiently high upper-level popula-
tions would not be present.
In the intermediate stage, with judicious selection of the measurement region, absorption
spectroscopy could be applied within the HET. For larger shock stand-off distances, achieved
via cylindrical as opposed to spherical geometries and with sufficient thermal equilibrium ex-
tent (as seen in the current study), absorption spectroscopy could be used to measure shock
layer temperatures.
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APPENDIX A
EXTENDED ANALYSIS
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A.1 Boundary Layer Calculations
For the calculation of laminar and turbulent boundary layer thicknesses, strong ideal shocks
with perfect gas flows are assumed. According to Mirels [47], the ideal shock calculations are
valid when the transmitted shock Mach number, Mt, is less than 6. All of the run conditions
considered in this work have transmitted shock Mach numbers below this value. Mirel’s
theory is derived for a shock fixed co-ordinate system, such that uw=ut and ue,0=uw − u67.
Referencing Mirel’s notation, subscript e denotes the region in between the transmitted
shock and the secondary contact surface, and subscript inf denotes conditions upstream of
the shock. It is assumed that the freestream region between the transmitted shock and the
secondary contact surface, state 6, is inviscid and uniform so that ρe,0 = ρ6. Upstream
conditions of the shock correspond to state 5.
At the core of Mirel’s theory is the concept of the maximum separation length between
shock and contact surface, lm. At this point, the shock and the contact surface will be moving
with the same velocity, following the deceleration of the shock and acceleration of the contact
surface due to mass entrainment by the developing boundary layer. lm is calculated by
lm =
[
dρ6ue,0
4β1ρ5 (uw − ue,0)
(
uw − ue,0
ν5
)n]1−n
(A.1)
where n is equal to 1/2 and 1/5 for laminar and turbulent boundary layers respectively, ν
is the kinematic viscosity and β1 is a correlating constant which is calculated differently de-
pending on the state of the boundary layer. The maximum separation length is incorporated
within the definition of two non-dimensional variables, T and X
T =
l
lm
X =
ue,0t
lm
(A.2)
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In the following equations, the quantities, W and Z, are defined as
W =
uw
ue,0
Z =
γ5 + 1
γ5 − 1 (A.3)
A.1.1 Laminar Prediction
For laminar flow, the relationship between X and T is
X = −2 [ln (1− T 1/2)+ T 1/2] (A.4)
The boundary layer thickness is calculated using
δ = β1
(
µ5l
ρ5ue,0
)
(A.5)
where the constant, β1, is
β1 = 1.59Ce,0
[
1 +
1.796 + 0.802W
ZW − 1
]
Ce,0 =
ρ6µ6
ρ5µ5
(A.6)
β1 is in fact an approximation to the parameter, β, which in the generalized form of Mirel’s
theory supplants β1 in Equation A.1. In the laminar case, Mirel presents 3 methods to
approximate β and in this case β1 was chosen due to ease in implementation.
A.1.2 Turbulent Prediction
The relationship between T and X is
X = −5
4
[
ln
(
1− T 1/5
1 + T 1/5
)
− 2 tan−1 (T 1/5)+ 4T 1/5] (A.7)
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In order of computation, the values to be calculated for a turbulent boundary layer are
β0 =
p5WK0
p6 (W − 1) (A.8)
β1 = β0
[
W 2 + 1.25W − 0.80
W (W − 1)
]4/5
(A.9)
Pr ≈ 4γ5
15γ5 − 15 (A.10)
hr
he,0
= 1 +
(W − 1)2
ZW − 1
1/3
Pr
he,0
h5
=
ZW − 1
W (Z −W )
hr
h5
=
hr
he,0
· he,0
h5
(A.11)
b =
hr
h5
− 1 c = hr − he,0
h5
(A.12)
Tm = T6
[
0.5
(
h5
he,0
+ 1
)
+ 0.22
(
hr
he,0
− 1
)]
ρm = ρ6
(
Tm
T6
)1/(γ5−1)
(A.13)
δ∗/δ
1−W =
1
W − 1
7he,0h5
1∫
0
ζ6 [W − (W − 1) ζ]
1 + bζ − cζ2 dζ − 1
 (A.14)
θ/d
1−W =
7he,0
h5
1∫
0
ζ6 [W − (2W − 1) ζ + (W − 1) ζ2]
1 + bζ − cζ2 dζ (A.15)
K0 = 0.0575
δ∗/δ
1−W
(
1−W
θ/d
)4/5
(W − 1)9/5
(
µmρ5ρ
3
m
µwρ46
)1/5
(A.16)
δ∗ = −K0l4/5
(
υ5
uw − ue,0
)1/5
(A.17)
The turbulent boundary layer thickness can then be evaluated using Equation A.17 and the
fact that the right hand side of Equation A.14 is known.
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A.2 Mach Reflection Configuration Selection
Pressure-deflection shock polars are considered very convenient for analyzing phenomena
involving shock wave reflections [149]. They essentially represent the locus of all possible
static pressures behind an oblique shock wave as a function of the deflection angle for given
upstream conditions [150]. A Mach reflection will have 3 different polars and Figure A.1
shows an example pressure-deflection diagram. There are obviously an infinite number of
possible combinations of the three polars, however, in order to guarantee that only a Mach
reflection is possible then the R1 and R2 polars should never intersect.
There are two main considerations to take into account in regards to the wedge design
and their mounting - the inlet aspect ratio (IAR) and wedge aspect ratio (WAR). The IAR
and WAR are defined as:
IAR =
b
h
(A.18)
WAR =
2b
c
(A.19)
where b, h and c are the wedge half-span, leading edge separation and wedge chord length
respectively. Based off a theoretical study of aspect ratio effects, Skews suggests that the
IAR be at least 1.25 [104] in order to eliminate three-dimensional effects such as edge reflec-
tion off the wedges. Unfourtunately due to design constraints, the original wedges only inlet
aspect ratios of 0.75. For a Mach reflection, the WAR needed for the flow to be esentially
two-dimensional is difficult to determine [104], however, the tests of Ivanov et al [151] suggest
that 2.5 should be sufficient. A backing plate was used in order to mount the wedges to a
certain portion of the flatted area of the sting. Due to the large diameter of the sting rod, the
wedges were initially mounted to the backing plate and then connected to the sting from the
front. Factors which shaped the sizing of the backing plate included: minimizing its area due
to stagnation loading, sufficient width to ensure clearance for the 4 hole wedge connections
and sufficient height to allow at least 3 sockethead capscrew sting rod connections. The
back central portion of each wedge was removed in order to permit tool access clearance for
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Figure A.1: Pressure-deflection polar for a flow Mach number of 4.95, with wedge angles of
θ1=25
o and θ2=35
o. Assumptions are: steady flow, weak shock solution and a perfect gas.
the sting rod capscrew connections. The backing plate area had to be minimized, whilst
ensuring its structural integrity and sufficient clearance for the 4 hole connections between
each wedge.
For known top and bottom wedge angles, θ1 and θ2, the code requires the input of these
two values. For a certain run condition (and hence inflow Mach number) we need determine
the maximum θ value above which detachment would occur.
M∗0 =
√
M20 (γ + 1)
2 +M20 (γ − 1)
(A.20)
The minimum and maximum Vx values for State 0 are given by:
(
V ∗x,min
)
0
=
1
M∗0
(A.21)
(
V ∗x,max
)
0
= M∗0 (A.22)
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Iteration is then required to find values of V ∗y,0 and θ for each value of V
∗
x,0 between its
minimum and maximum values. The values of V ∗y,0 and θ are given by:
V ∗y,0 =
√√√√(M∗0 − V ∗x,0)2 (V ∗x,0M∗0 − 1)
2
γ+1
(M∗0 )
2 − V ∗x,0M∗0 + 1
(A.23)
θ = tan−1
(
V ∗y,0
V ∗x,0
)
(A.24)
θmax can then be determined after these iterative calculations. We then need to check that
θmax > θ1 and θmax > θ2 so that no detached shocks occur at either of the wedges. The
code uses an iterative solver loop in order to determine β1 from the expression:
tan θ = 2 cot β
[
M20 sin
2 β − 1
M20 (γ + cos 2β) + 2
]
(A.25)
The normal component of the inflow Mach number, Mn,1 can be found from:
Mn,0 = M0 sin β1 (A.26)
This provides the normal component of State 1’s Mach number, Mn,1:
Mn,1 =
M2n,0 +
2
γ−1
2γ
γ−1M
2
n,0 − 1
(A.27)
Therefore, State 1 Mach number conditions, M1 and M
∗
1 are:
M1 =
Mn,1
sin β1 − θ1 (A.28)
M∗1 =
√
M21 (γ + 1)
2 +M21 (γ − 1)
(A.29)
Following the steps described previously, Vx,1, Vy,1 and also θ1,max are obtained. The steps
used for State 1 calculations can then be used to get β2, Mn,2, M2 and M
∗
2 , which in turn
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will give Vx,2,Vy,2 and θ2,max.
Using the following expressions [150]:
λ =
√[
(M20 − 1)2 − 3
(
1 +
γ − 1
2
M20
)(
1 +
γ + 1
2
M20
)
tan2 θ
]
(A.30)
χ =
(M20 − 1)3 − 9
(
1 + γ−1
2
M20
) (
1 + γ1
2
M20 +
γ+1
4
M40
)
tan2 θ
λ3
(A.31)
tan β =
M20 − 1 + 2λ cos
[
(4piδ+cos−1 λ)
3
]
3
(
1 + γ−1
2
M20
)
tan θ
(A.32)
With δ=0 for a strong shock solution and δ=1 for a weak shock solution. We can then
determine the pressure ratio from:
p1
p0
= 1 +
2γ
γ + 1
(
M20 sin
2 β − 1) (A.33)
We know that θ1 = 25 degrees and θ2 = 35 degrees, which provides us with the starting
points of the R1 and R2 polars on the I-Polar. We can then use the process used above
in order to calculate λ, χ and β for each possible θ in order to produce curves for both
the strong and weak shock solutions. It must be remembered, however, that the calculated
pressure ratio only represents the local pressure ratio across the reflected shock. The total
pressure ratio (across both the incident and reflected shock) is easily obtained by multiplying
by the incident pressure ratio previously determined. Both reflected shocks aim to move the
slipstreams entering regions 3 and 4 towards a total deflection of 0 degrees and therefore by
the boundary conditions described in Equations 4.1 and 4.2, the local θ can be determined.
From Equation A.25, the reflected shock angles of β3 and β4 can then be calculated.
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Term Energy (cm−1) Λ
2Π1/2 0 1
2Π3/2 119.8 1
2Σ+ 43966 0
Table A.1: Electronic energy and term description for the NO A-X transition.
A.3 NO A-X Transition Energy Calculations
In Table A.1, we see that the ground-state actually consists of two terms (with terms
2Π1/2,3/2) and is known as a doublet. Along with orbital behavior, molecules also spin about
their own axes. This is characterized by the orbital and spin angular momentum vectors,
L and S respectively. In the case of diatomic molecules, only the components of L and S
along the internuclear axis need to be considered. Along the internuclear axis (IA), these
components are
LIA = ±Λ–h Λ = 1, 2, .... (A.34)
SIA = Σ–h Σ = −S,−S + 1, ..., S − 1, S (A.35)
We see that for every value of S, there are 2S + 1 values of SIA, its component along
the internuclear axis. The magnitude of 2S + 1 is known as the multiplicity ; thus, the NO
ground-state has a multiplicity of 2 and results in two possible transitions from the excited A
state that contribute to the emission spectra observed in this work. This two-fold degeneracy
is known as Λ-doubling and occurs due to the coupling between the spin and orbit vectors.
Electromagnetic theory predicts that the motion of a rotating electron will induce a magentic
dipole moment vector. Similarly, a molecule rotating about its own axis will also induce a
magnetic field. Furthermore, a basic property of spin is magnetic momentum. Hence, an
interaction takes place between the induced magnetic vectors and the orbiting motion which
causes torque; the angular momentum and spin vectors will precess around the total angular
momentum vector. This is known as spin-orbit coupling and affects the multiplet splitting
phenomenon described above.
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These features will alter the wavelength of the spectral lines. For the type of vibrational
temperature calculation in this study, a fine-scale spectral resolution must be implemented
and as a result, any spectral simulation program must incorporate the Λ-doubling and spin-
orbit coupling.
The electronic, Te, rotational, Fυ(J), and vibrational, G(υ), modes when summed together
provide the total internal energy of a diatomic molecule, where single and double primes
denote upper and lower states respectively
ε˜
′,′′
int = T
′
e +G(υ) + F
′,′′
υ (J) (A.36)
The expression used for the vibrational energy, G(υ) is
G(υ) = ωe(υ + 1/2)− ωexe(υ + 1/2)2 + ωeye(υ + 1/2)3 (A.37)
This is a 3rd-order type Dunham expansion, which accounts for anharmonicity. Due to
the doublet ground state, different expressions are used for the rotational energy depending
on whether an upper or ground state calculation is performed
F
′
υ(J) = B
′
υJ(J + 1)−D
′
eJ
2(J + 1)2 (A.38)
F
′′
υ (J) = B
′′
υ
[
(J + 1)2 − 1± 1
2
√
Y (Y − 4) + 4(J + 1)2
]
−D′′eJ2(J + 1)2 (A.39)
The parameter, Y , is A
B′′υ
and for NO A-X calculations only lower-level values are required.
In equation A.39, the negative sign is used for the 2Π1/2 term and the positive sign for the
2Π3/2. The term, De, accounts for rotational centrifugal stretching. Additionally, the term
Bυ is dependent upon the vibrational quantum number (rotation-vibration coupling) such
that
Bυ = Be − αe(υ + 1/2) (A.40)
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Constant NO X2
∏
NO A2
∑+
ωe 1904.13455 2374.372
ωexe 14.088358 16.159
ωeye 0.0100467 0.0373
Be 1.70488847 1.995586
αe 0.01754158 0.018714
Table A.2: Spectroscopic constants used for the in-house simulation program
The values used in all of these expressions are summarized in Table A.3. The Ho¨nl-London
factors for the 12 different branches associated with doublet transitions with DeltaΛ = 1
are listed in Table A.3. As vibrational excitation inherently involves rotational excitation,
ro-vibrational coupling occurs which manifests itself in the spectrum via so-called P ,Q and
R branches. P branches are located at wavelengths above a fundamental vibrational line,
ωe, and R branches labelled for those with lower wavelengths. Subsequently, based upon
the selection rules for ro-vibrational transitions, the P-branch involves J
′
= J
′′ − 1 while
R-branch involves J
′
= J
′′
+ 1. Q-branches can arise for the case when ∆J = 0.
In the above table, the following definitions are required
u
′±(J) = 2(J + 1/2) (A.41)
u
′′±(J) =
√
Y (Y − 4) + 4(J + 1/2)2 ± (Y − 2) (A.42)
C
′±(J) =
1
2
[
u
′±(J)2 + 4(J + 1/2)2
]
(A.43)
C
′±(J) =
1
2
{
u
′±(J)2 + 4[(J + 1/2)2 − 1]
}
(A.44)
As discussed in 4.4.5 A is the spin-orbit parameter and calculated via the third-order
expression
A = 123.252407− 0.235702υ − 0.0040762υ2 − 0.00018629υ3 (A.45)
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Branch Line Strength
R1(J)
(J−1/2)(J+1/2)
[
u
′−(J)u
′′−(J+1)+4(J+1/2)2
]2
8(J+1)C′−(J)C′′−(J+1)
Q1(J)
(J−1/2)(J+1/2)(J+3/2)
[
u
′−(J)u
′′−(J)+4(J+1/2)2
]2
4J(J+1)C′−(J)C′′−(J)
R1(J)
(J+1/2)(J+3/2)
[
u
′−(J)u
′′−(J−1)+4(J+1/2)2
]2
8JC′−(J)C′′−(J−1)
QR12(J)
(J−1/2)(J+1/2)
[
u
′+(J)u
′′−(J+1)−4(J+1/2)2
]2
8(J+1)C′+(J)C′′−(J+1)
PQ12(J)
(J−1/2)(J+1/2)(J+3/2)
[
u
′+(J)u
′′−(J)−4(J+1/2)2
]2
4J(J+1)C′+(J)C′′−(J)
OP12(J)
(J+1/2)(J+3/2)
[
u
′+(J)u
′′−(J−1)−4(J+1/2)2
]2
8JC′+(J)C′′−(J−1)
SR21(J)
(J−1/2)(J+1/2)
[
u
′−(J)u
′′+(J+1)−4(J+1/2)2
]2
8(J+1)C′−(J)C′′+(J+1)
RQ21(J)
(J−1/2)(J+1/2)(J+3/2)
[
u
′−(J)u
′′+(J)−4(J+1/2)2
]2
4J(J+1)C′−(J)C′′+(J)
QP21(J)
(J+1/2)(J+3/2)
[
u
′−(J)u
′′+(J−1)−4(J+1/2)2
]2
8JC′−(J)C′′+(J−1)
R2(J)
(J−1/2)(J+1/2)
[
u
′+(J)u
′′+(J+1)+4(J+1/2)2
]2
8(J+1)C′+(J)C′′+(J+1)
Q2(J)
(J−1/2)(J+1/2)(J+3/2)
[
u
′+(J)u
′′+(J)+4(J+1/2)2
]2
4J(J+1)C′+(J)C′′+(J)
P2(J + 1)
(J+1/2)(J+3/2)
[
u
′+(J)u
′′+(J−1)+4(J+1/2)2
]2
8JC′+(J)C′′+(J−1)
Table A.3: Line strengths for NO A-X doublet transitions.
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A.4 Shock Stand-off Distance Calculations
A.4.1 Wen and Hornung
In his dissertation [144] and in his Journal of Fluid Mechanics paper, Wen defines the non-
dimensional reaction rate parameter to be
Ω˜ =
d
ρsu∞
(
1
hρ
n∑
i=2
hci
dci
dt
)
s
(A.46)
here c is the mass fraction. All other variables have been previously defined. Subscripts i
and s refer to individual species and directly post-shock values respectively. hρ is the partial
derivative of the static enthalpy with respect to the density. The calculation of hρ requires
first determining Γ and the mixture specific heat, cp (from the individual species specific
heats, cpi. A total of 4 species were considered for the dissociating CO2 shock layer: CO2,
CO, O2 and O.
Γ =
4∑
i=1
ci
MWi
(A.47)
cpi(T ) =
1000
MWi
(
A+Bt+ Ct2 +Dt3 + E/t2
)
t =
T
1000
(A.48)
cp =
4∑
i=1
cicpi (A.49)
hρ = −cpsρ∞u
2
∞
ρ2sRΓ
(A.50)
In the above equations, MW is the molecular weight. The quantity hci is calculated as
hci = (hi − h1)−
cpsT
Γ
(
1
MWi
− 1
MW1
)
(A.51)
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The post-shock mass fraction rates are supplied from the numerical calculations. The post-
shock conditions directly behind the shock are taken to be the values at which the transla-
tional temperature is a maximum.
A.4.2 Theory of Inger, Higgins and Morgan
For axisymmetric flow, the shock stand-off distance is calculated as
∆ =
u∞ρ∞
2
1∫
0
1
βs(η)ρ(η)
dη (A.52)
η is a density stretched coordinate, ranging from 0 at the body to 1 at the shock. In this
study, it is calculated via the compressible Howard-Dorodnitsyn transformation applied by
Inger et al [139]
η =
ρu
ρ∞u∞
(A.53)
In Equation A.52, βs is determined via
βs =
ρ(x)u(x)
2
x∫
0
ρdx
(A.54)
In their theory, Inger et al. state that βs should be a constant. However, evaluation of βs from
Equation A.54 reveals a variation of βs with the axial coordinate. As a result, Equation A.52
is evaluated by bringing βs inside the integral. Using a varying βs value instead of an
average (constant) βs resulted in approximately a 5% change in calculated shock stand-off
distance. In Equation A.52, the variation of the density and βs with distance, ρ(η) and βs(η)
respectively, are determined by using the numerically calculated density and axial stagnation
line data. As it is an inviscid calculation, the boundary layer portion of the numerical data
is ignored. For each sphere diameter, ρ(η) is fitted to an 8th-order polynomial and βs(η) to
a cubic. The shock stand-off distance was then obtained via numerical integration.
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